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Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic  

 

I was relatively lucky, the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak on my research was 

limited. This was due to the fact that my in-person research for the service-related 

project had already been completed before the pandemic and my main research project 

was already planned to be digitally delivered. Changes that did have to be made to the 

project included recruitment moving entirely online (I had planned to place posters 

around the University and on the notice board). The start of the project was also delayed 

while the University and students across the country navigated teaching online, moving 

home etc. This limited the recruitment time, which was stressful, but targets were still 

met. I was also concerned about the generalisability of any findings from research that 

takes place in such unique conditions. 

 The biggest impact for me personally was managing working at home constantly 

and remaining focused and proceeding with work at a time of such unimaginable global 

unrest. This, alongside continuing to work in the NHS as a trainee clinical psychologist 

and navigate working online within both the university and different NHS trusts has 

been difficult at times. Although support from my course and university were very good, 

the expectations remained high and at times this was difficult and made more 

challenging through the isolation from family.  
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Abstracts 

 

Critical Review of the Literature.  

Psychological and Psychosocial Interventions for Sleep Problems in People with 

Multiple Sclerosis: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis 

Background and objective: Sleep disorders are common in people with Multiple 

Sclerosis (MS) but are often underdiagnosed and the evidence base for interventions 

is limited. This review aims to summarise and examine the existing literature for 

psychological and psychosocial interventions for sleep problems in people with MS, 

excluding diet and exercise-based interventions. Psychological and psychosocial 

interventions include psychotherapy, education and relaxation-based intervention. 

Design: Systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs and controlled trials. 

Data sources: Cochrane CENTRAL library, APA psychnet (including Psycinfo), 

Pubmed, Embase, and Clinicaltrials.gov. Reference lists of included studies were 

searched for further references and study authors were contacted to provide 

additional data. 

Eligibility criteria for selecting studies: RCTs or controlled trials of non-

pharmacological interventions with adults with a diagnosis of MS that included a 

valid and reliable measure of sleep as a primary or secondary outcome. 

Results: Ten studies met criteria for inclusion in the review, comparing a total of 

763 participants across 10 comparisons Most studies (8) reported some beneficial 

effect of intervention on sleep scores when compared to controls. Seven studies met 

criteria for inclusion in a meta-analysis comparing any non-pharmacological 

intervention to a control and this showed evidence in favour of intervention (SMD -

1.17, 95% CI -1.94, -0.41; N = 524). A sub-set of three studies comparing CBT 

interventions with control were also included in a separate meta-analysis which also 

showed evidence in favour of intervention (SMD = -1.83, 95% CI -3.19, -0.47; N = 

118). However, sample sizes of included studies were small and there was high 

heterogeneity of studies in both these analyses. 

Conclusions: The evidence base is limited but indicates the potential benefits of 

non-pharmacological interventions for sleep problems in people with MS. Given the 

impact that sleep problems have on quality of life and interaction with other 

symptoms, this merits further investigation. 
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Keywords: multiple sclerosis, insomnia, psychology, intervention, psychosocial, 

sleep
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Service-Related Project. 

 An Exploration of Staff Attitudes Towards Key-Working in a Child and 

Adolescent Mental Health Inpatient Unit: Thematic Analysis 

 

Background: Key working is recommended for all child and adolescent mental 

health inpatient services in the UK. Key-working is defined in this paper as 

dedicated 1:1 time for young people on inpatient wards; regular, ongoing contact 

with the same person or people; and the development of a stable, reliable therapeutic 

relationship. 

 However, what this entails and how this should be structured is less clear, and there 

are many challenges to key working within a busy inpatient unit. This paper 

evaluates one such inpatient unit and explores the attitudes and ideas of staff in 

relation to key working via the use of focus groups interpreted with thematic 

analysis. Recommendations are made in relation to clinical implications of the 

findings and suggestions for the next steps in service development.  

Methods: Two focus groups, with eight participants in one and six in the second, 

were conducted with staff from a child and adolescent mental health inpatient unit 

and then analysed thematically from a critical realist epistemological stance to reflect 

the experiences and realities of the participants. 

Results: Four major themes were identified: Lack of clarity; experience and skills, 

key working is scary; the current set-up. All themes comprised sub-themes. 

Conclusions: The study highlights some of the barriers and enablers of key working 

within a child and adolescent mental health inpatient unit. It is evident that staff 

desire clarity and structure both in terms of what key working should entail and who 

holds responsibility for it. Staff also expressed a need for support, through formal 

training and guidelines and at a service level through a recognition of the importance 

of key working and the necessary structures and support to enable it.  

 

Keywords: child, adolescent, mental health, inpatient 
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Main Research Project. 

 Single-Session Digital Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for Insomnia (CBTi) in 

University Students: A Feasibility Randomised Controlled Trial 

Background: There are high rates of insomnia reported in university students, which 

has been implicated in contributing to mental health problems. Cognitive 

behavioural therapy for insomnia (CBTi) has been shown to be an effective 

treatment delivered either in person or via digital platforms. A single-session format, 

delivered digitally in university students has not yet been tested. The primary aim of 

this study was to assess feasibility and participant satisfaction of a single session 

CBTi intervention in a student population. Methods: This was a parallel group, 

feasibility randomised controlled trial (RCT). Eligible participants (current 

university students, aged 17 and over, with access to the internet and a self-reported 

sleep problem) were randomised to receive either a single-session (30-60 minute) 

digital CBTi intervention or a control condition, signposting them to NHS web pages 

on insomnia and sleep. Outcome data were collected at baseline, 1 week (post 

intervention), and then 4- and 12-week follow-ups. The intervention and all data 

collection were carried out online. The primary feasibility outcomes were 

recruitment, retention, and participant satisfaction. Secondary outcomes were self-

report measures of sleep, anxiety, depression, and quality of life. Results: One 

hundred and three participants were recruited (50 CBTi, 53 Control) 103% of the 

recruitment target. Loss to follow-up was high and increased across time points, 

from 43% at one week post intervention (48% intervention, 34% control) to 74% 

(78% intervention, 68% control) at final follow-up (12 weeks). For those who 

completed the intervention (N=34), 75% agreed or strongly agreed that it was helpful 

on a 5-point Likert scale. 

Conclusions Recruitment to a single-session digital CBT intervention is feasible and 

the intervention content and mode of delivery is acceptable. However, dropout was 

substantial as was loss to follow-up, which would need to be addressed in any future 

trial design for a fully powered efficacy study.  

Trial registration: osf.io/n4hqy  

Keywords: sleep, students, university, mental health, insomnia
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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic demyelinating autoimmune disease 

characterised by relapsing and remitting symptoms (Brass et al., 2010). Its 

progression and course vary between individuals. In the UK there was an estimate of 

127,000 people with MS in 2010 (Mackenzie et al., 2014). Evidence suggests that 

MS incidence and prevalence rates have increased in recent years (Mackenzie et al., 

2014; Society, 2020) This has been attributed to a combination of better diagnostic 

criteria and ability, longer lifespans and lifestyle factors. It is most commonly 

diagnosed in people between the ages of 20 and 40 (Handel et al., 2010) 

The symptoms of MS are variable and include fatigue, bladder and bowel 

dysfunction, depression and cognitive difficulties, as well as broader motor and 

sensory symptoms (Crayton & Rossman, 2006). Sleep difficulties and disorders are 

also common in MS and include insomnia, sleep disordered breathing, restless legs 

syndrome and sleep behaviour disorder (Fleming & Pollak, 2005). It has been 

suggested that these disorders are underdiagnosed in people with MS (Brass et al., 

2010; Brass et al., 2014), potentially due to a lack of routine evaluation of sleep 

problems. 

Insomnia is characterised as a disorder that comprises chronic difficulties falling 

asleep or staying asleep which impairs daily functioning (Roth, 2007). It is caused 

and maintained through a variety of factors, both physical and psychological (Roth 

& Roehrs, 2003). In multiple sclerosis a number of difficulties may be associated 

with the onset or worsening of insomnia, for example bladder dysfunction, muscle 

stiffness and pain, depression and anxiety (Braley & Boudreau, 2016). There is an 

estimated 25-54% prevalence of insomnia in people with MS, which is significantly 

higher than in both the general population and in other chronic diseases (Bamer et 

al., 2008). The wide range of this estimate may reflect inconsistency in the reporting 

of insomnia within this population. Sleep difficulties maybe viewed as an 

unfortunate consequence of other MS symptoms and therefore treatment may not be 

considered. However, studies have indicated potential amelioration of sleep 

difficulties in people with chronic pain (Finan et al., 2014) through interventions 

such as cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT). Research has also indicated potential 

interventions for bladder conditions such as nocturia and overactive bladder from a 

pharmacological (Takao et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2013) and behavioural (Tyagi et 
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al., 2014) perspective. These studies are not specific to MS but indicate potential 

interventions for people with MS and the importance of assessing sleep and tailoring 

treatment to the individual.  

Co-morbid sleep problems can worsen MS symptoms such as pain, fatigue, 

and low mood (Viana et al., 2015). Sleep disturbance has also been shown to predict 

cognitive decline in MS (Hughes et al., 2018) and has been indicated in the 

worsening of symptoms such as depression, pain and fatigue (Viana et al., 2015). 

Fatigue is the most common and disabling symptom of MS (Brass et al., 2014) and 

improvement in sleep quality could have a significant impact on this. This warrants 

attention as improvement in sleep could impact significantly on an individual’s 

overall quality of life. Developments in sleep research have shown a complex and 

important relationship between sleep and mental health problems (Alvaro et al., 

2013; Freeman et al., 2017; Roth, 2007) and thus indicated the potential impact of 

sleep improvement on mental health. Anxiety and depression are common in people 

with MS (Wood et al., 2012), further indicating the need for further research into 

interventions to improve sleep in this population. Psychological and behavioural 

interventions are the recommended treatment for insomnia (NICE, 2021) above 

pharmacological intervention. Medication is not recommended long-term, and this 

may be particularly relevant to people with MS who must consider multiple 

medications and interactions. Some medication used for symptoms of MS may 

support sleep, while others may cause sleep difficulties (Brass et al., 2010), this 

needs to be taken into consideration within treatment planning. It is therefore 

important for us to better understand the potential treatments for insomnia in people 

with MS and their impact and research into the area is needed, but in order to 

develop this evidence base, we must first understand its current status.  

Aims  

This review aims to provide an overview of available literature on psychological 

and psychosocial interventions for insomnia in MS, which will both indicate where 

gaps exist in the research and provide information to guide clinical recommendations 

for potential intervention.  
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Research question 

What is the current evidence base for the psychological and psychosocial 

treatment of sleep problems in people with multiple sclerosis? 
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Method 

This review is reported in line with the Preferred Reporting Items for 

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines (Moher et al., 2009). 

See Table 1.1 for inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

 

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria  

 

Table 1.1 

 Inclusion Exclusion 

Participants Adults (over 18) with multiple 

sclerosis  

Children (under 18) 

 

 

Intervention/Control 

 

Non-pharmacological 

intervention (psychological or 

psychosocial) targeting sleep 

problems, fatigue or related 

problems that may impact on 

sleep (depression, anxiety, pain). 

Any control 

Nutrition/diet 

interventions 

Exercise intervention 

Intervention delivery Self-help, individual, group, 

internet 

 

Primary Outcome Any valid measure of sleep 

quality or insomnia 

 

Secondary Outcomes Any valid measure of mental 

health problems 

 

Other Published & grey literature 

English language 

Non-English and/or no 

translation available 

Study design RCTs, controlled trials, quasi-

experimental 

Case studies, reviews, 

articles, posters 
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Types of studies 

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and non-randomised controlled trials 

published in peer-reviewed journals in English were eligible for inclusion, no date 

restrictions were used. 

Participants 

Adults (18 and over) with multiple sclerosis sleep problems. Participants 

were originally to be included only if they had an insomnia diagnosis or met clinical 

thresholds on a reliable sleep measure, however as there were so few studies, the 

inclusion criteria were expanded to include people with multiple sclerosis and 

studies that included data on a reliable sleep measure, regardless of participant sleep 

scores. 

Types of interventions 

This review included non-pharmacological interventions targeting sleep 

problems or related problems that may impact on sleep (e.g., depression). For the 

purpose of this review, non-pharmacological is defined as any psychological or 

psychosocial intervention, excluding diet or exercise. Studies could compare this 

intervention to any control and be delivered through any format (e.g., individual 

therapy, group therapy, guided self-help, online or in-person). Diet and exercise were 

excluded as the underlying processes involved in sleep improvement are more 

related to biological changes rather than psychological and behavioural. It was also 

felt that these two topics merit investigation in separate reviews. 

Outcomes 

Primary: 

•  the effect of the intervention on insomnia and/or sleep quality at post-

intervention 

Secondary: 

• the effect of the intervention on anxiety and depression symptoms 

Outcome measures 

The review included any study that used a valid and reliable measure of sleep 

or insomnia such as the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI; Buysse et al. (1989) 

or the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI; Bastien et al. (2001), as either a primary or 
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secondary outcome. Where studies used an inappropriate measure of sleep, they 

were excluded. Where studies used a sleep measure that had some preliminary 

evidence on its reliability or validity but was not yet an established and accepted 

sleep measure, then the researcher included it in the narrative synthesis, outlining 

these limitations, and did not include it in the meta-analysis.   

Search methods  

A search of the literature was performed on 10/7/2020 in the following 

databases: Cochrane CENTRAL library, APA psychnet (including Psycinfo); 

Pubmed; Embase; and Clinicaltrials.gov. The full search strategy for each database 

can be found in Appendix A. The search focused on multiple sclerosis, insomnia and 

variations of these words. The number of papers resulting from this search meant 

that further narrowing of the search terms was not required. The reference lists of 

papers that were selected for full-text review were explored to identify eligible 

papers not already identified through database searching. 

Data collection and analysis 

Study selection 

A two-stage screening process was used; first screening title and abstracts 

against the eligibility criteria, then reviewing the full-text articles of all papers which 

passed the first screening stage. All records were 100% double-screened by two 

independent reviewers at both title/abstract and full-text stages. Discrepancies 

between screeners were resolved by discussion to reach consensus.   

Data extraction 

One researcher extracted the following data, where available, (using a form 

designed for this review). Another researcher independently extracted a selection of 

the papers (20%) to ensure consistency in data extraction.  

• study design, setting, country, randomisation methods 

• participants: number of participants, sleep disorder/problem, age, sex, 

ethnicity, type of multiple sclerosis, duration of disease, duration of sleep 

problem, medication 

• type of intervention, duration, follow up 

• outcomes: mean sleep/fatigue scores and measures of variance post-

intervention and at follow up, and measures used to assess outcomes 
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• data on any reported mental health outcomes 

Risk of bias assessment in included studies 

Two researchers independently assessed risk of bias in included studies using 

the Cochrane Collaborations’s risk of bias tool (Higgins et al., 2011), any 

discrepancies were resolved by discussion to reach consensus.   

Measures of treatment effect 

The effect estimate was the standardised mean difference (SMD) in change in 

sleep score from baseline to post-intervention between intervention and control. The 

SMD (95% CI) was calculated by extraction of the mean sleep score and measure of 

variance at baseline and post-intervention. The SMD was used as the effect size as 

not all studies used the same outcome measure for sleep. 

Dealing with missing data 

Two authors of studies were contacted where outcomes were reported but 

data were not provided for the purposes of meta-analysis. Where data could not be 

obtained, the studies were described narratively.  

Assessment of heterogeneity 

The studies included in the meta-analysis were also assessed for 

heterogeneity using a standard measure: I2 (Higgins and Thompson, 2002; Higgins et 

al., 2003), which describes the percentage of variability in effect sizes across studies 

which is due to differences in underlying effects across studies, rather than sampling 

error alone. 

Assessment of reporting bias 

Testing for funnel plot asymmetry to assess the potential role of publication 

bias was not carried out due to not meeting the minimum threshold of ten studies as 

recommended (Higgins et al., 2019) and therefore unlikely to distinguish chance 

from real asymmetry. 

Data synthesis 

A generic inverse variance random effects model was used to pool the 

standardised mean difference (SMD) between change in sleep score in intervention 

and control groups from baseline to post-treatment. A random effects model was 

used, this assumes that real differences (heterogeneity) as well as sampling 

variability (chance) may account for observed estimates of treatment effects. As the 

https://www.statsdirect.com/help/references/reference_list.htm
https://www.statsdirect.com/help/references/reference_list.htm
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interventions and sizes of studies were variable, this was deemed to be most 

appropriate.  
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Results 

Search results 

The initial search resulted in 3289 papers after duplicates were removed (see 

Figure 1.1; PRISMA diagram). Of these, 34 were selected for full-text review after 

initial title/abstract screening, and ten met inclusion criteria for the review. Initial 

searches were run on 10/7/2020 and updated on 12/4/21 (no additional studies were 

found for inclusion). No studies were added through hand searching reference lists of 

key papers.  

 

 

Figure 1.1 Study flow diagram (PRISMA; Moher et al. (2009) 
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Included studies 

Ten studies (Abbasi et al., 2016; Akbarfahimi et al., 2020; Baron et al., 2011; 

Cavalera et al., 2019; Hoogerwerf et al., 2017; Hugos et al., 2019; Kiropoulos et al., 

2016; Sauter et al., 2008; Sgoifo et al., 2017; Siengsukon et al., 2020) met the 

necessary criteria for inclusion in the final synthesis (see table 1.2 for characteristics 

of included studies). The included studies compared a total of 763 participants  

randomised, across 10 comparisons. Seven of these studies were included in the 

meta-analysis as they had the relevant data available and appropriate study design for 

comparison (Abbasi et al., 2016; Akbarfahimi et al., 2020; Hugos et al., 2019; 

Kiropoulos et al., 2016; Sgoifo et al., 2017; Siengsukon et al., 2020).  

Settings 

Two of the studies were conducted in Iran; two in Italy; three in the USA and 

one each in Australia, The Netherlands and Austria. 

Participants 

The included trials were all with adults (18 and over) with a diagnosis of MS. 

The majority of the participants were female across all studies (table 1.2) and 

between 33 and 53 years of age. 

Interventions  

Of the ten included trials, four evaluated CBT-based approaches (Abbasi et 

al., 2016; Baron et al., 2011; Kiropoulos et al., 2016; Siengsukon et al., 2020), of 

these one evaluated CBT for insomnia (Siengsukon et al., 2020) and the remaining 

three looked at CBT primarily aimed at depression; two evaluated mindfulness-based 

approaches (Cavalera et al., 2019; Hoogerwerf et al., 2017); one integrated 

imaginative distention (Sgoifo et al., 2017); one fatigue management (Sauter et al., 

2008); one evaluated education programmes around fatigue and MS (Hugos et al., 

2019) and the final study evaluated an occupational therapy intervention 

(Akbarfahimi et al., 2020).  

Outcome assessments 

Sleep quality was the primary outcome in three studies (Abbasi et al., 2016; 

Akbarfahimi et al., 2020; Siengsukon et al., 2020) and a secondary outcome in the 

remaining studies. Six of the studies used the PSQI to measure sleep quality and 
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insomnia. One paper using the insomnia severity index (Sgoifo et al., 2017); one 

used a subscale of the symptom checklist (Hoogerwerf et al., 2017), one used three 

items from the Hamilton Depression Scale (Baron et al., 2011) and one used the 

medical outcome study sleep scale (Cavalera et al., 2019). Where studies used 

multiple measures to assess sleep, the PSQI was extracted for this review as this was 

the most commonly used measure. 
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Table 1.2 

Characteristics of included studies 

 

Study ID Type of 

Study 

Ppts % 

Female 

Age: Mean 

(SD) 

Age:  

Mean 

(SD) 

Intervention Control Primary 

Outcome  

Measure Secondary 

Outcomes 

    Intervention Control      

Abbasi, 2016 RCT 72  100 35.3 (5.3)  

 

33.2 

(8.9) 

CBT for 

depression 

Generic 

group 

therapy 

Sleep 

quality  

(PSQI)  

Akbarfahimi, 

2020 

Pilot 

RCT 

20 80 37.5 (8.89) 39.7 

(7.90) 

TAU plus 

OT 

intervention 

TAU Sleep 

quality  

(PSQI) Fatigue, QOL,  

Baron, 2011 RCT 127 78 48.6 (9.6) 47.6 

(10.1) 

CBT for 

depression 

Supportive 

emotion-

focused 

therapy 

Insomnia  (3 items 

from 

Hamilton 

Depression 

Scale) 
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Cavalera, 

2019 

RCT 139 64.5 42.26 (8.35) 43.19 

(9.02) 

MS-specific 

online 

mindfulness 

intervention 

Active 

control: 

psychoeduc

ation group 

Quality of 

life 

 

(MSQOL-

54) 

Anxiety and 

depression, sleep 

(Medical 

outcomes study 

sleep scale),  

Fatigue 

 

Hoogerwerf, 

2017 

Non-

randomi

sed, 

controll

ed trial 

55 83 48 (8.5) 48 (8.5) MBCT Waitlist 

period 

Fatigue  (Fatigue 

severity 

subscale of 

the 

Checklist 

Individual 

Strength 20 

(CIS-20)) 

Anxiety and 

depression  

QOL 

Sleep problems 

Cognitive 

symptoms 

Catastrophizing 

Coping styles 

Mindfulness 

Hugos, 2017 Multi-

centre 

parallel 

two-arm 

RCT 

218  77 53.6 (10.5) 53.9 

(9.8) 

Education 

program: 

MS- Take 

control 

 

Education 

program: 

Fatigue – 

Take 

control 

Fatigue  (Modified 

fatigue 

impact 

scale) 

Self-efficacy 

Activity 

Sleep (PSQI) 

Depression 
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Kiropoulos, 

2016 

Pilot 

RCT 

30  73 34.60 (9.06) 39.27 

(9.93) 

CBT for 

depression 

with MS-

specific 

components 

TAU Depression  (BDI) Anxiety; Fatigue; 

Pain; MS QOL; 

Sleep Quality 

(PSQI); 

Coping; 

Acceptance of 

MS; 

Level of social 

support; 

Resilience 

Sauter, 2008 Longitu

dinal 

32 Not 

reported 

Not reported Not 

reported 

Energy 

conservation 

Waitlist 

period 

Fatigue  (MFIS and 

DSS) 

Sleep (PSQI) 

Depression 

Expanded 

Disability Status  

MS functional 

composite 

Sgoifo, 2017 RCT 48 Not 

reported 

Not reported Not 

reported 

Integrated 

Imaginative 

Distention 

Waitlist Fatigue 

 

(MFIS) Insomnia (ISI) 

Stress 

QOL 

Siengsukon, 

2020 

Pilot 

RCT 

22 91 51.1 (7.9) 50.4 

(12.4) 

CBTi (CBT 

for insomnia) 

Active 

Control 

Insomnia 

and sleep 

quality, 

fatigue  

(ISI; PSQI) 

(MFIS) 

Depression 

Anxiety 
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Risk of bias in included studies 

Please see figures 1.2 and 1.3 for a summary of the risk of bias of included 

studies.  

Random sequence generation (selection bias).  

The researcher judged six studies to be low risk in terms of random sequence 

generation. Two studies were unclear due to lack of reporting of randomisation 

methods and two studies were high risk of bias due to being non-randomised 

controlled trials.  

Allocation concealment (selection bias) 

The researchers judged five studies to be low risk of bias due to appropriate 

methods of allocation concealment. Three were unclear as they did not specify or 

report methods and two were high risk (non-randomised trials).  

Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias) 

One study was judged as low risk of bias due to appropriate blinding of 

personnel. Participants could not be blinded to treatment allocation due to the nature 

of the study. Four studies were unclear either due to a lack of reporting or because 

they had blinded participants but not personnel. Five studies were high risk of bias as 

they did not blind. 

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias) 

The researchers judged four studies as low risk of bias due to blinding of 

outcome assessment. Four studies were unclear as this was not reported and two 

were high risk as they did not blind. 

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias) 

Most (9) studies were low risk of bias for incomplete outcome data with one 

study high risk due to a high (29%) dropout rate. 

 

Selective reporting (reporting bias) 

In six studies the risk of reporting bias was unclear as there was no protocol 

available for comparison, four were low risk as protocols were available and the 

outcomes were reported in alignment with this.  
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Other bias 

In this section authors described affiliations, conflicts of interest and funding. 

Where this was reported (seven studies) it was not judged to be a likely source of 

bias. Three studies were unclear as they did not include any information on funding 

and/or affiliations and potential conflicts.                                                                                                                                        

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Risk of bias graph: researcher’s judgements about each risk of bias item 

presented as percentages across all included studies  
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Figure 1.3. Risk of bias summary: researcher’s judgements about each risk of bias item for 

each included study  

 

Note: The symbols "+", "-", and "?" indicate low, high, and unclear risk of bias, respectively 
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Narrative review 

 

Psychological interventions 

 

CBT 

Four studies evaluated the impact of CBT on sleep in people with MS 

(Abbasi et al., 2016; Baron et al., 2011; Kiropoulos et al., 2016; Siengsukon et al., 

2020). One RCT (Abbasi et al., 2016) compared the impact of eight sessions of CBT 

tailored for MS and depression, with generic group therapy. They assessed the 

impact on sleep quality in 72 women with MS (36 in intervention and control group) 

and reported a difference in the mean score of sleep, in favour of the intervention 

group, both post-intervention and at one month follow-up (see Table 1.2). 

Two of these studies were pilot RCTs (Kiropoulos et al., 2016; Siengsukon et 

al., 2020). Siengsukon et al. (2020) randomised participants (N=33) into three groups 

(CBT for insomnia (CBT; active control; single session of sleep education). They 

found that all groups improved in their sleep. For this review and the meta-analysis, 

the CBT-i (N = 12) and active control group (N = 10) were included as the main 

comparison (table 1.2). The primary outcome of interest for Kiropoulos et al. (2016) 

was depression. They compared CBT for depression, incorporating MS-specific 

components, with treatment as usual over 8 weeks. They had 15 participants in each 

group and reported improvements on the PSQI score post-intervention in both 

groups (table 1.2), maintained at 20 weeks follow up. However, as pilot studies, 

these were not sufficiently powered to report inferential statistics. 

The final study to use a CBT intervention (Baron et al., 2011) primarily 

looked at prevalence of insomnia in people with MS and the effects of a CBT 

intervention for depression on insomnia symptoms. The researchers randomised 127 

participants to telephone administered CBT or telephone administered supportive 

emotion-focused therapy. They reported a decrease in reported insomnia from 78% 

pre-treatment to 43% at post treatment across the whole sample but did not report the 

breakdown between groups and raw data were not available for inclusion in the 

meta-analysis.  

Mindfulness-based interventions 

One RCT (Cavalera et al., 2019) and one non-randomised controlled study 

(Hoogerwerf et al., 2017) looked at mindfulness based interventions. Cavalera et al., 

(2019) compared a MS-specific online mindfulness meditation intervention with an 

active control, comprising psychoeducation on sleep and MS. Sixty-nine people were 
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randomised to the intervention group and 70 to the active control. Sleep was 

included as a secondary outcome and they reported a small to medium effect of the 

mindfulness programme at post-intervention (partial eta squared = 0.130), but this 

was not maintained at 6-month follow-up.  

 Hoogerwerf et al. (2017)’s waitlist-controlled study examined the effect of 

mindfulness based cognitive therapy (MBCT; N=55). They included sleep as a 

secondary outcome, and they found a small effect of the intervention on sleep 

(partial eta squared = 0.08).  

In their prospective RCT, Sgoifo et al. (2017) examined the impact of an 

integrated imaginative distention intervention with a waitlist control. This 

intervention combined elements of relaxation, self-awareness, and psychotherapy. 

The intervention was delivered over eight weeks (one hour per week) by a 

psychotherapist in group format. Forty-eight participants with MS were randomised 

equally to the intervention and control groups. No improvement in sleep condition 

was reported in either group. 

 

Psychosocial interventions 

 

Education 

The remaining three studies all looked at various educational approaches. In a 

multicentre RCT Hugos et al. (2019) examined the effects of two group education 

programs for fatigue in MS. 218 participants were randomised and 204 were 

included in the intention to treat analysis. Sleep was included as a secondary 

outcome. There were no significant differences in sleep scores in either group at 

follow up.  

 Sauter et al. (2008) carried out a longitudinal study to explore the effects of a 

six-week fatigue management and energy conservation course for people with MS 

(N = 32). They reported that sleep quality improved following the course and the 

improvement was maintained at follow-up. Raw data was requested but the authors 

did not respond so it was not possible to explore this change in more detail or to 

include it in the meta-analysis.  

Finally, in their pilot RCT, Akbarfahimi et al. (2020) assessed the 

effectiveness of an occupational therapy-based sleep interventions for MS patients, 

including sleep as a secondary outcome. Twenty participants were allocated to 

treatment as usual (TAU) or TAU plus intervention. They report that sleep quality 
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improved in the intervention group, however as a pilot study with N=20 this study 

was not powered to report inferential statistics.  

Meta-analyses 

Data were pooled from seven studies to calculate the SMD for change in 

sleep score from baseline to post-intervention (table 1.2). This analysis comprised 

524 participants and showed evidence for an improvement in sleep score (lower 

score) in intervention groups compared to controls (SMD -1.17, 95% CI -1.94, -0.41; 

N = 524; Figure 4). There was high statistical heterogeneity detected between the 

studies (I2 = 92%) indicating the variability in effect sizes across studies that was due 

to real differences in treatment effects rather than sampling error alone. 

Sub-group analyses 

CBT 

Data were pooled from three studies that had used CBT interventions. This 

analysis provided evidence for CBT over control groups (SMD = -1.83, 95% CI -

3.19, -0.47; N = 118; Figure 5). There was high statistical heterogeneity detected 

between the studies (I2 = 88%). 

Secondary outcome: Anxiety and depression 

Two studies look at CBT and included data on anxiety and depression in their 

outcome measures. Of these two studies, one used CBT for insomnia (Siengsukon et 

al., 2020) and the second CBT for depression with MS specific components 

(Kiropoulos et al., 2016). Data were pooled for these two studies and showed overall 

support for CBT interventions on anxiety (SMD -0.82, CI 95% -1.53, -0.12; N = 69; 

Figure 6), and depression scores (SMD -1.09, CI 95% -1.69, -0.49; N = 69; Figure 7) 

in people with MS. 
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Table 1.3 

 

Pre-post sleep scores and SMD  

 

 

Study ID 

Intervention 

 

Sleep score Mean (SD) 

 

Control 

 

Sleep score Mean 

(SD) 

Effect 

 

SMD 

(SE) 

Pre Post Pre Post  

 

Abbassi, 2016 14.58 (0.86) 11.73 (0.65) 13.44 

(0.64) 

13 (0.48) -3 

(0.36) 

Akbarfahimi, 

2020 

15.2 (2.44) 7.2 (1.03) 12.8 

(2.85) 

13.2 

(3.48) 

-2.59 

(0.61) 

Cavalera, 2019 30.7 (10.44) 26.1 (14.87) 31.32 

(10.97) 

35.16 

(15.62) 

-0.53 

(0.19) 

Hugos, 2019 7.7 (3.6) 7.4 (4.3) 7.9 (3.7) 7.7 (3.9) -0.02 

(0.15) 

Kiropoulos, 

2016 

9 (3.46) 9.06 (3.93 4.4 

(2.09) 

7.87 

(2.99) 

-0.87 

(0.38) 

Sgoifo, 2017 7.4 (5.9) 5.5 (4.2) 5.5 (4.2) 8.5 (6.7) -0.16 

(0.29) 

Siengsukon, 

2020 

13.1 (3.4) 6.4 (2.6) 9.4 (2.9) 8.5 (2.9) -1.6 

(0.51 
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Figure 1.4. Non-pharmacological interventions v control: Sleep

 

Figure 1.5. CBT v Control: Sleep 
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Figure 1.6. CBT v control: Anxiety

 

Figure 1.7. CBT v control: Depression 
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Discussion 

 This review aimed to summarise and assess the existing literature for 

psychological and psychosocial interventions for sleep problems in people with MS. 

RCTs and controlled studies were included in the review if they had used a valid and 

reliable measure of sleep, had sleep as primary or secondary outcome, and reported 

relevant data pre and post intervention.  

Seven of the 10 studies met the criteria for inclusion in a meta-analysis, 

which indicated that non-pharmacological interventions were effective in improving 

sleep compared to controls. However, there was high heterogeneity between the 

studies and, as the meta-analysis compared a number of different interventions, the 

robustness of the conclusions to be drawn from this are questionable, as the included 

studies may simply not have been directly comparable, so ‘pooling’ effect estimates 

would not result in an interpretable overall finding.  

A sub-analysis of CBT interventions was also completed, and this showed an 

effect for CBT on sleep scores compared to controls at post-intervention. Again, 

heterogeneity was high for this analysis. This may be due to differences between the 

three CBT interventions, the studies did not use standardised approaches, two used 

CBT interventions that had been adapted for the study for people with MS and one 

used CBT for insomnia. In addition, all three studies took place in different countries 

(Iran, Australia, USA), two were pilot studies and one was a full RCT so the small 

sample sizes may have had an impact.  

Overall, the number of included studies in the review is relatively small, and 

the majority of the sample sizes were also small, including the RCTs, which shows 

that there is a lack of robust evidence for the non-pharmacological treatment of sleep 

difficulties in MS. This goes hand in hand with the under-recognition and diagnosis 

of sleep problems in MS in general (Brass et al., 2014).  

 Cognitive behavioural therapy had the most available evidence, though still 

very limited. The cognitive model of insomnia suggests that unhelpful thoughts and 

beliefs about sleep and the behaviours that result from these cognitive processes are 

central to the cause and maintenance of sleep difficulties, and play a key role in the 

maintenance of insomnia (Morin & Espie, 2007). Though there are physical 

symptoms in MS that may trigger insomnia or sleep difficulties, it is likely that 

associated thoughts, beliefs and behaviours play a key role in worsening or 

maintaining insomnia in people with MS.  
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Only one study (Siengsukon et al., 2020) looked specifically at CBT for 

insomnia (CBTi) for people with MS. This was a small pilot study with only 20 

participants but showed promising results that merit further investigation. There are 

particular considerations when working with this population, for example physical 

symptoms such as pain and bladder dysfunction. It may be that an adapted version of 

an intervention such as CBTi, that incorporates MS-specific challenges and 

education similar to that presented in some of the other papers included here could 

be a potential avenue for future research. 

The three studies not included in the meta-analyses were summarised narratively 

and all indicated evidence in favour of intervention compared to control. Although 

these interventions differed in the model and approach taken, there were similarities. 

All included elements of education about MS, fatigue or sleep and relaxation 

exercises. Further research is needed to understand the most effective components of 

different interventions.  

 This review represents a thorough search of the literature in an under-studied 

area and thus it elucidates the gaps in the current evidence base and provides a basis 

for further research. Key limitations include the inclusion of only published studies, 

which may increase the risk of publication bias. There was also an exclusion of non-

English papers which may have resulted in missing key papers that have not been 

translated. The meta-analysis also only looked and pre and post data due to the wide 

variation in follow-up times reported. The long-term impact of interventions is 

therefore unclear, though several studies reported that effects were sustained. 

The available evidence both in terms of the number of studies and the size of 

included studies, was very limited with several small pilot studies included. Sleep 

scores were often included as secondary data and were not the target of most of the 

interventions. It would be interesting to explore more targeted interventions on sleep 

in people with MS. The key finding from this review is therefore that more robust 

research is needed. However, even with this small evidence base there is an 

indication for the potential of interventions to improve sleep problems in people with 

MS.    

Clinical and research implications 

 Though there is not one clear intervention, based on the available evidence, 

that can be recommended for use by clinicians working with people with MS, this 

review indicates the potential amelioration of sleep problems in this population. This 
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suggests that sleep should be routinely assessed and monitored, and potential 

interventions considered. Psychologists working in this area could consider CBT-

based interventions, which so far has the strongest support, albeit limited. 

Mindfulness-based and education-based interventions could also be considered. 

Robust, high quality RCTs, which are adequately powered, specifically targeting 

insomnia and sleep difficulties are needed to further understand the potential for 

treatment in this area.  

In conclusion, available evidence for psychological and psychosocial 

interventions for insomnia and sleep problems in people with MS is limited but 

indicates the potential use of therapies such as CBT and mindfulness as well as 

education programmes. Sleep difficulties interact with other MS symptoms and 

should not be overlooked. Improving sleep for people with MS could have a real 

impact on a wide range of comorbid symptoms and improve overall quality of life 

for this population.  
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Child and adolescent mental health (CAMHS) inpatient units provide support for 

young people with mental health problems requiring input beyond that which can be 

offered in the community (RCPsych., 2005). Research into CAMHS inpatient 

settings and models of care is limited but research into mental health inpatient 

settings more broadly has highlighted the importance of staff-patient interactions and 

relationships (Gilburt et al., 2008; Molin et al., 2016). This has been acknowledged 

within national guidance. For example, the Quality Network for Inpatient CAMHS 

(QNIC) at the Royal College of Psychiatrists recommends that: 

• Each young person has a named nurse/key worker. 

• Each young person is offered a pre-arranged session with their key worker 

(or a designated member of the nursing team) at least once a week to discuss 

progress, care plans and concerns. 

• Staff update parents/carers on their child’s progress at a minimum of once a 

week, subject to confidentiality (QNIC, 2019). 

Key-working is not a clearly defined term but for the purpose of this paper it is 

understood as: dedicated 1:1 time for young people on inpatient wards; regular, 

ongoing contact with the same person or people; and the development of a stable, 

reliable therapeutic relationship. 

The available research in this area has predominantly looked at the amount of 

time that staff spend 1:1 with patients and attempted to explore the quality of 

therapeutic relationships in inpatient wards. Cameron et al. (2005) found that nurses 

in inpatient settings spend a disproportionate amount of time on administrative tasks 

compared to time spent with patients. This has been supported in several studies. 

Sharac et al. (2010)’s literature review, which examined research over 35 years and 

from seven countries found that, although better social environments and staff 

interaction have been shown to have a positive impact on clinical outcomes for 

service users and improve job satisfaction for staff (Seed et al., 2010), it does not 

appear to be happening on the ground. Sharac et al. (2010) report that, at best, staff 

spend 50% of their time with patients but that with increasing seniority, patient 

contact decreases. They also suggest that the proportion of this time that could be 

classified as therapeutic is lower still.  

The reasons for this are likely manifold between different units. However, it has 

been suggested that this shift in roles for staff, and particularly mental health nurses, 

forms part of the wider changes that have taken place over the past 30 years, namely 
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the shift towards more community-based care in the UK. In 1987/88 there were 

67,100 psychiatric beds in England and this has fallen by 73% to 18,400 in 2018/19 

(The Strategy Unit, 2019). A key consequence of this has been that the beds that 

exist are reserved for those who are more severely unwell. This results in more time 

spent managing acute situations, with less opportunity for therapeutic work, 

exacerbated by staff shortages, high turnover and the use of agency staff (Edwards et 

al., 2000; Sharac et al., 2010). 

Additional barriers to 1:1 interaction that have been identified include: time 

pressures for staff; administrative duties; role clarity; knowing what 1:1 sessions 

should entail; autonomy and control over workload; and the ward culture (Edwards, 

2011). A counterpoint to this has been suggested by Cleary et al. (2012)’s review of 

the qualitative literature which disputes the discourse that nurses are not spending 

their time interacting therapeutically. They instead argue that the way that this has 

been measured has been too simplistic and has overlooked the complexity and 

nuance of inpatient care. More recent studies have explored the perspective of 

service users and highlighted the central importance of relationships and staff 

interaction for patients on inpatient wards. In particular the importance of trust, 

respect, clear information and explanation have been emphasized (Molin et al., 2016; 

Staniszewska et al., 2019). It is important to note that the literature focuses primarily 

on mental health nurses and does not often include healthcare assistants, support 

workers or other staff members and therefore reflects only part of the picture. The 

research has also been carried out primarily in adult inpatient settings and further 

studies are needed to understand the commonalities and differences within a child 

and adolescent population. 

This paper discusses a CAMHS inpatient unit looking to improve the uptake of 

their key work sessions, both in terms of sessions being offered in line with service 

aims (weekly to every service user) an in terms of young people agreeing to and 

attending sessions. The unit aims to ensure that every young person has one key 

work session a week, however, an audit of notes and records had shown that this was 

not the case and there was inconsistency, with some young people receiving weekly 

sessions and others not having any. Key working is carried out by a primary key 

worker (nurse) but can also be conducted by a secondary key worker (support 

worker). The key work sessions are designed to provide the young people with 

regular and ongoing individual support.  
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This study aimed to explore staff attitudes towards key working in order to 

understand why the service was not meeting its targets and guide future 

improvements. The anticipated impact of this study was to provide clear guidelines 

for the development of training. This study contributes to the literature on inpatient 

CAMHS by providing a qualitative exploration of staff attitudes to key working. It is 

relevant to psychologists and staff working in inpatient settings and working with 

staff teams.  

 

Research question 

 

What are the current attitudes of staff in the inpatient unit towards key working and 

how may this explain why the service is not currently meeting its key working 

targets? 
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Method 

 

The service is a 12-bedded inpatient CAMHS unit, with additional spaces for 

day patients. They accept young people between the ages of 11 and 18 experiencing 

a range of mental health difficulties, including eating disorders, which the service 

has developed a specialist pathway for. 

Ethics 

The study received ethical approval from Oxford Health NHS Foundation 

Trust on 31/05/19 and the University of Bath Psychological Research Ethics 

Committee on 25/06/19 (Ref: 19-221). All participants gave written consent.  

Participants 

All staff involved in key working (primarily staff nurses and support 

workers) were invited to take part in the research via a service-wide email. The more 

senior staff members, who do not carry out key working, were not invited, to ensure 

that staff felt able to speak freely. All participants provided their informed consent. 

A total of 14 individuals participated in the two focus groups. The groups included 

qualified nurses (5) and unqualified support workers (9). Most were female (10). All 

were permanent members of staff.  

Procedure 

The researcher worked closely in consultation with staff members in 

developing the scope of the project, primarily a nurse and the clinical psychologist 

working in the unit who were leading the team’s research into the topic. They 

summarised recent audit results that had prompted this research question and 

described their goals for the work, namely, to develop training based on the findings 

and to improve uptake of key working.  

Focus groups were chosen as the method of data collection to capture the opinions 

and ideas of as many staff as possible given the limited time and shift work patterns. 

Two semi-structured focus groups were carried out with multi-disciplinary staff 

members. Ideally, data saturation would have guided the number of focus groups, as 

well as the number of participants in each group (Guest et al., 2017). However, this 

is often not possible practically, and the literature suggests that there is no clear 

guidance on the recommended number of focus groups and thus researchers tend to 

rely on rule of thumb or clinical judgement (Guest et al., 2017). 

Practical limitations were also a key consideration as this was a busy 

inpatient unit and staff members had limited time. It was decided that two focus 
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groups would provide a good breadth of information if a range of people were able 

to attend. Previous research has indicated that 2-3 focus groups with approximately 

eight members enabled the discovery of 80% of all themes. (Guest et al., 2017). The 

focus groups were audio recorded and notes were taken throughout. Participants 

were given an information sheet and consent form with all relevant information prior 

to accessing the intervention. The researcher facilitated the group and the unit’s 

clinical psychologist co-facilitated. 

Materials 

A topic guide (Appendix B) was developed as a framework for the semi-

structured focus groups. This was based on the initial consultation and aims of the 

staff team. The topic guide was also given to two service users on the ward to 

review. This resulted in an additional question being incorporated into the topic 

guide : “How do you think young people feel about key working?”. It is important to 

note that the input from members of the unit team (psychologist and a nurse) in 

guiding the development of the framework is likely to have influenced the questions 

that were asked and therefore potentially the outcomes of the analysis. The primary 

researcher was aware of this and attempted to keep the questions fairly open and to 

also allow discussion in the focus groups to also guide discussion in line with the 

semi-structured approach.  

Analysis 

The focus groups were transcribed and the transcriptions were analysed 

through the use of deductive Thematic Analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The 

epistemological stance was critical realist and therefore aimed to reflect the 

experiences and realities of the participants as they were expressed in the focus 

groups. This approach assumes a linear relationship between meaning, experience 

and language (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 

Thematic analysis process 

Following the focus groups, initial ideas were noted down. The focus group 

discussions were transcribed by the same researcher, which facilitated familiarity 

with the data. The transcriptions were read and notes made about recurring and 

important ideas expressed in the groups and initial themes or codes were identified 

from the data. These codes were then grouped together and explored for patterns. 

The interpretation continued through a process of reading and re-reading. 

Overarching themes were identified, and the data were then examined again to check 

for coherence of the themes.  
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It is important to acknowledge that the very process of research and presence 

of the researcher will have influenced the discussions and the data analysis, however 

a deductive, data-driven approach to identifying themes within the data was used in 

an attempt to minimise this, to reflect what was said and not to be driven by pre-

existing notions or ideas. The overarching themes and initial findings were discussed 

with a research supervisor to support their refinement and development of clarity of 

the themes.  

 

Presentation and feedback for Service-Related Project 

Towards the end of the analysis process the research and initial findings were 

presented to the staff team at an away day. This was an opportunity to update the 

staff, including more senior members of staff, on the progress of the project and 

initial findings. The team were receptive to the findings and there were no 

disagreements in terms of the general overarching themes that were presented. This 

process did not form part of the analysis process, so no further opinions or views 

were incorporated from this meeting, but it enabled the start of a discussion on 

training development.  
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Results 

  Four superordinate themes were created through the analysis: lack of clarity 

about what key working is; experience or skills required to do key working; key 

working is scary; and the current set-up. These themes comprised different 

subthemes (Table 2.1) describing the various challenges and barriers to key working 

experienced by staff.  

Theme 1: Lack of clarity  

This refers to discussion around the definition of key working: what it is, 

what it is not, who is able to do it and what it should entail. There was a great deal of 

confusion about the definition of key working:  

“I’ve never even been told what key working is about, what you have 

to do, so I wouldn’t have a clue what I needed to do.” (P10)   

This confusion is understandable given that a clear definition of key work is not 

available in the guidelines and it is interpreted differently in different services.  

Subthemes 

Key working vs 1:1 work 

One area that generated a lot of conflicting ideas was how key work is 

different from 1:1 sessions with young people. Multiple understandings and views of 

the differences between key working and 1:1 sessions arose, suggesting this 

confusion was widespread. When people did differentiate key working, it was often 

around the notion of formality – that key working is a formal process. There was also 

an idea that key working should be active and have a clear purpose, rather than a 

more passive 1:1 session that was described as a “chat” or a “catch up.”  

Whose responsibility? 

This idea of formality was linked to the second sub-theme of responsibility 

and who in the team is able to carry out key working. There was a great deal of 

confusion and differing opinions between staff members around this, for example: 

 

“I think that sometimes, like X has always said that because she is not a 

nurse she always puts it down as 1:1 because she doesn’t know if she should 

be doing formal key working and I think that’s the problem.” (P7) 
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Table 2.1 

 

Themes and sub-themes 

 

Superordinate theme Sub-themes 

Lack of clarity  

 

- Key work vs 1:1 time 

- Whose responsibility? 

- Content 

 

Experience and skills required 

to do key working 

 

- Experience and confidence 

- Doing it right 

- Training 

Key working is scary 

 

- It is challenging 

- It could make things worse 

- Being liked or disliked 

The current set-up (practical 

issues) 

 

- Lack of a defined structure 

- Teamwork 

- Communication 

- Service priorities 

 

Content 

The descriptions of what key working should entail also differed widely between 

participants: 

“Just keep it simple, it’s just a conversation, focused on therapeutic matters.” 

(P3) 

“I think the difference with key working is that you do a small piece of work. 

Whereas 1:1 is often when they’re really upset and they want to chat…but 

sometimes that is also key working.” (P1) 

 

Theme 2. Experience and skills required to do key working 

Linked to the idea of key working being a formal activity was the idea that 

you need specific skills and experience in order to carry it out. Staff felt they needed 

a certain level of knowledge about different disorders to be able to manage key 

working. This was particularly true for support workers, who highlighted their 

different backgrounds, with one person saying:  
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“we haven’t had nursing degrees so we’re coming in with preconceptions 

about stuff, and yet we’ve got to get rid of them really quickly without 

formalised training.” (P4) 

Sub themes 

Experience and confidence 

The discussions around this topic focused on needing experience in order to 

develop confidence in key working. One participant noted: 

“it’s about the time of experience you’ve had as well and developing that 

confidence within yourself.” (P1). 

 However, it was not clear from the discussion what experience was needed, the 

amount of time it might take, or the level of confidence required.  

Doing it right. 

There was a thread running through the discussion that related to doing it 

right and appeared to be related to people’s concerns around their own ability to do 

their job or appear to be doing it well to their colleagues and the wider service. This 

was noted from participants in all job roles within the team. For example: 

 

“Sometimes you are asked to do stuff and that’s really intimidating when 

you’ve never done it before…and that’s really scary and it’s difficult to be 

able to go up to someone and say…I’ve got no idea what you want me to do 

and what the point of it is… I didn’t want to look stupid.” (P7) 

Training 

If key working is seen as a formal activity, with a clear goal that requires specific 

skills and experience, a natural consequence appears to be that clear guidance and 

training would be useful to help everyone feel more confident and able to do the 

work. One participant suggested that the structure of training could “contain us, so 

we’re not worried and we’re not doing anything wrong”. (P7) 

 

 

Theme 3. Key working is scary 

This theme reflects the recurring narrative from all staff members that key 

working is something that staff members are worried about doing. It was described 

as “intimidating and difficult” (P1).  
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Sub-themes 

Fear of making things worse 

When these beliefs about key working being scary were explored further, it 

appeared that the concerns and worries were often around making things worse for a 

young person. 

“It’s difficult because they [key work sessions] can vary, can go to places 

that…stuff you might not know about and especially some of the backgrounds 

have trauma then you’re like whoa, what can I do? What can’t I do? And 

then you have to be really careful because otherwise…you don’t want to 

make things harder for them.” (P4) 

Being disliked 

In addition, though it was not expressed as openly, was a suggestion that 

being liked or disliked was a concern for many people. This was often discussed as 

something that had to be gotten over, with the idea that staff had to develop a thick 

skin. 

“It can feel personal I think when you first start it but with experience 

you learn that it’s not…it’s not always personal, and if it is personal 

you have to learn to let it go over your head.” (P1) 

 

 This seemed to suggest that the interaction with the young people is an 

important and central part of the role for the staff and success in this is important to 

them. This is echoed in staff’s feelings about carrying out key work: 

 

“Well it’s part of the reason that I’ve come in to do this kind of a job is to, 

you know, talk to the young people um and have that interaction with them 

and try and help them” (P3) 

 

Theme 4. The current set-up  

This theme addresses the practical concerns and barriers to key working that 

were raised. As part of a busy team, there were several practical issues that 

participants felt hindered their ability to carry out key working effectively. One 

major barrier was time, which came up repeatedly as a challenge to key working 

from all participants. Other practical elements of the current set-up that were 

repeated throughout included the challenge of managing key working with different 

shift patterns: 
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“And that’s part of the rota problem isn’t it. You can have a whole 

key team, one’s on nights, one’s doing training, another one’s on 

leave.” (P4) 

Sub-themes: 

Service priorities 

There was also a suggestion that key working is not prioritised or valued as much 

as other activities, such as school or psychological therapy. This linked again to the 

lack of clarity around the function and importance of key work within the service.  

“I think it’s really important and it’s not always seen as that important, 

sometimes it’s good that it’s kind of dictated almost in case management.” (P9) 

 

Teamwork and communication 

When asked how things could be changed, both groups suggested that support 

workers could be more involved in key working from the outset by “involving the 

whole key team” from admission and proposed this would present them as a united 

team for the young person. Communication within teams was identified as an 

essential component and many of the support workers felt that better communication 

with nurses would help them to understand key working and then carry it out.  

 

“maybe for the key nurses to call the support workers also in the same 

team when you’re doing key working so that we know what you’re talking 

about.” (P8) 

 

“just having input really from the nurses….and it’s about feeling 

confident enough to ask that nurse if you don’t know something.” (P2)   
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 Discussion  

This study aimed to explore staff attitudes towards key working sessions in a 

CAMHS inpatient unit to understand why the service was not meeting its targets and 

to explore what the service could potentially do to improve this. Through the 

thematic analysis of two focus group discussions, four superordinate themes 

(comprising additional subthemes) were identified: lack of clarity; experience and 

skills; key working is scary; and the current set-up (practical issues). 

Throughout the focus groups, the staff members consistently expressed a 

desire for clarity and structure that would enable and empower them to carry out 

tasks, hold responsibility where appropriate and to be able to ask for help or know 

where to find appropriate advice or guidance if needed. This echoes the literature 

which suggests that not knowing what to do in one-to-one sessions is a barrier to 

staff carrying out regular sessions (Edwards, 2011). A need for role clarity, and the 

desire for clearer understanding of the boundaries of their roles was also expressed. 

This is in line with research not only in health but also other sectors that have linked 

higher role clarity with reduced absence, improved efficacy and performance (Bray 

& Brawley, 2002; Väänänen et al., 2004). Not only is this relevant for key working 

but clarity around professional roles also appears to be a protective factor against 

burnout in mental health professionals (O'Connor et al., 2018).  

It was evident that a great deal of therapeutic work was occurring but was not 

necessarily described or recorded as such. This is linked to the themes of lack of 

clarity and the need for specific experience or skills, with some people feeling they 

could not record sessions as key working if they were not a nurse. It will be 

important for the unit to acknowledge what exists within the unit and the work that is 

already occurring. For example, acknowledging the importance of an ongoing 

supportive relationship and a protected space for the young people as well as the 

power of fundamental therapeutic skills such as active listening and developing 

good, therapeutic, working relationships with people (Gilburt et al., 2008; Rogers & 

Farson, 1957; Shattell et al., 2006). Some of this may require a shift in attitude from 

more goal-oriented work.  

The theme of experience and skills to carry out key working was discussed in 

terms of ability and confidence. Staff spoke to concerns around developing 

experience and confidence, but also in relation to doing it right and appearing 

competent in their job role. Training would certainly address these concerns, but a 

clarification of what is expected of people within their roles, as well as a working 
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culture that supports people to ask questions and to be clear about the limits of their 

own knowledge would potentially enable learning and develop confidence on a day-

to-day basis. The importance of the work environment and the impact that this has 

on staff’s experience of work is clear and echoes what has been found in the 

literature. Cusack et al. (2016) discusses the importance of professional 

relationships, open lines of communication with all colleagues, accessible senior 

staff, feeling valued and having the opportunity to contribute to decision making as 

key elements that enabled and empowered people within their work.  

  Transparency and clarity would help to dispel some of the misconceptions 

about key working and to normalise and validate staff’s concerns. This is relevant to 

the idea that key working is scary and the subthemes of concern about making things 

worse or being disliked. Not wanting to be disliked is an understandable human 

concern and infers the importance for staff of positive interactions with young people 

and the centrality of this as the reason many people do the job. This is in line with 

findings suggesting that increased staff-patient interaction has a positive impact on 

staff’s experiences at work (Seed et al., 2010). 

 Clinical supervision may be beneficial if implemented appropriately for the 

setting. The evidence for clinical supervision for mental health nurses is developing 

and it has been suggested that it may protect against burnout and have a positive 

impact on patient outcomes (Butterworth & Pajnkihar, 2008; Edwards et al., 2006). 

However, it is important that the unique challenges of the inpatient setting are 

acknowledged when setting up supervision practices and that the content and 

structure is informed by the needs of the staff (Cleary et al., 2010).  

The final theme, the current set up, speaks to practical issues, and 

acknowledges the complexities of working in this setting. Many of the issues raised 

within this theme are reflected more widely in the literature on psychiatric inpatient 

care (Edwards, 2011; Shattell et al., 2008; Staniszewska et al., 2019). Common 

concerns and barriers to change that have been identified include limited staffing, 

lack of resources, hierarchies and the lack of clarity about who holds responsibility 

in different areas (Brennan et al., 2006). Practical issues of competing time pressures 

and service priorities could be addressed directly. 

Implications 

Training, resources and guidance are potential solutions to some of the issues 

raised, for example addressing the concerns around clarity of content and knowledge 

of different mental health problems. However, it may also be important for the 
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service to consider how key working can be prioritised and valued. Initiatives such 

as the Releasing Time to Care: The Productive Mental Health Ward (NHS institute 

for innovation and improvement, 2008) have been effectively implemented by some, 

for example as reported by Edwards (2011) and could be a useful tool in addressing 

some of the issues that have arisen as there are many similarities in the themes that 

were identified. 

Recommendations 

The next steps could be the development of training for all staff to improve 

the understanding of what key working is, and to enable staff to feel less intimidated 

and more confident when approaching key work. Training should include a clear 

definition of key working and its purpose within. It should discuss the scope and 

content of key working. It should also acknowledge the impact and importance of 

providing a protected space for a young person to use as they need, informed by their 

individual formulation and clarify roles and boundaries of professions. 

It may also be beneficial to work with the whole staff team, at all levels to 

build on the working culture they already have to ensure that staff feel confident in 

asking for help where needed, know where to go to do this and to clarify the 

relevance and value of key working for the service as a whole. Clarity on job roles 

and a clear structure to support new staff to move into key working would be 

beneficial.  

Limitations 

The paper explores the beliefs and attitudes of staff in one CAMHS inpatient 

unit, its generalisability is therefore limited to this unit, however the findings are in 

line with wider research in the area. It also did not include all members of staff, only 

those available on the days and willing to take part. With the two groups there was a 

clear overlap and consensus in what was discussed, however further groups would 

have ensured that the research reached data saturation. Unfortunately, due to 

practical limitations, this was not possible.  

Clarity from policy makers regarding the term “key working” would help both 

services and researchers in operationalising the term and consequently support the 

development of training and guidance for staff. Further research, particularly in child 

and adolescent inpatient settings is required to further understand the complexities of 

care. This paper provides some insight into the attitudes and views of staff in one 

such setting and provides some suggestions to guide development of training and 

support for staff with the aim of improving rates of key working.  
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In conclusion, the key work model may support consistent and meaningful 

1:1 interaction within a mental health inpatient setting. There are a number of 

barriers to the uptake of key working, including both the practical issues associated 

with a busy inpatient unit and at the individual staff level in terms of knowledge, 

experience and confidence. The latter may be supported and developed through 

training, supervision and the continued development of a supportive and open 

working culture.  
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There are global concerns about the mental wellbeing of university students 

(Macaskill, 2013). In the UK, the Royal College of Psychiatrists has suggested that 

there is likely to be an increase in mental health problems due to the widening access 

to university and increasing financial pressures associated with increased tuition fees 

and reduced government funding (RCPsych, 2003, 2011). There is a lack of data to 

confirm these hypotheses, however university counselling services have reported an 

increase in cases of severe mental health problems (AUCC, 2011). Macaskill (2013) 

found that the rates of common mental health problems in students (17.3%) were 

equivalent to that found in the general population in England (McManus et al., 2016)  

but that only 5.1% of students were receiving treatment. In addition, data from the 

Office of National Statistics has indicated that suicides in university students in 

England and Wales are rising (Caul, 2018). This, combined with the suggestion that 

75% of mental health problems are established by the age of 25 (Kessler et al., 2005) 

suggests a vulnerability within this population.  

The transition to university, and the potential challenges associated with it, 

have also been implicated in contributing to mental health problems (Gall et al., 

2000; Montgomery & Côté, 2003; Scanlon et al., 2007) and the role of sleep may be 

a key factor in this. The rates of insomnia are considerably higher in university 

students than in the general population (Jiang et al., 2015) and it has been 

hypothesised that this increased risk may be due to contextual factors such as change 

of routine, new social pressures (e.g. going out more, staying up late), increased 

independence and pressures of university workloads. Effective treatments for 

insomnia exist, but there are barriers to people seeking treatment for insomnia 

(Stinson et al., 2006) and access to treatment needs to be supported through self-help 

and online interventions. Cognitive behavioural therapy for insomnia (CBTi) is 

recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE, 2021) 

and has been shown to be effective in both chronic insomnia in non-psychiatric 

populations (Trauer et al., 2015) and psychiatric populations in treating co-morbid 

insomnia (Taylor & Pruiksma, 2014). 

Digital interventions have been proposed as a key way to increase access to 

support in the student population (Ebert et al., 2019) and there are a number of apps 

that have been trialled in the student population for different mental health problems 
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with promising results (Linardon et al., 2019). Trials exploring digital CBTi have 

indicated effectiveness in improving sleep (Espie et al., 2012) and comorbid anxiety 

and depression (Ye et al., 2015). A recent large randomised controlled trial (RCT) 

(OASIS trial: Freeman et al., 2017) indicated that sleep may have a contributory 

causal role in the occurrence of psychotic experiences in students and the potential 

use of digital CBTi for sleep, paranoia and hallucinations. The trial randomised 3755 

participants to either the Sleepio intervention (Espie et al., 2012; Luik et al., 2017) or 

a ‘usual care’ control. Sleepio consists of 6, weekly sessions (approx. 20 minutes per 

session) accessible through any web browser. Throughout the intervention the 

participants also had access to an online community and library of information about 

sleep. They found that, at 10 weeks, insomnia, paranoia and hallucinations had 

reduced and the analysis suggested that insomnia was a mediator of change in 

paranoia and hallucinations. While this is very promising, the trial also suffered a 

high dropout rate during the study, with only 331 of the 1891 participants 

randomised to the intervention arm accessed the full six sessions. This high level of 

dropout during treatment is in line with other studies of digital CBT interventions. 

One potential solution for this may be to offer a shorter intervention and there is 

evidence for the use of a brief, single-session CBTi intervention (Edinger & 

Sampson, 2003; Ellis et al., 2015). As well as tackling dropout this may be of use in 

the acute, early stages of sleep disturbance as an early intervention with populations 

such as university students where a brief, digital intervention may be more 

acceptable to students and easier to provide for universities.   

 The aim of this study was therefore to evaluate the feasibility of a RCT of an 

adapted form of single-session online CBTi and to test the feasability and 

acceptability of a randomised controlled trial of the intervention with university 

students.  
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Method 

Study design 

This study was a parallel groups feasibility randomised-controlled trial 

(RCT). The intervention arm was single session digital CBTi and the control arm 

was signposting to NHS information on sleep and insomnia. The trial is reported in 

line with the CONSORT guidelines for pilot and feasibility studies (Eldridge et al., 

2016). Self-report outcome measures were taken at baseline, 1 week (post-

intervention), 4 and 12-week follow-up. The study was registered prospectively on 

the Open Science Framework (osf.io/n4hqy: 11/05/2020). 

Ethics 

The study received ethical approval from the University of Bath 

Psychological Research Ethics Committee on 4/5/2020 (ref 20-031). All participants 

gave written consent.  

Participants  

Participants were eligible for the study if they were current university 

students, over the age of 17 and had some self-reported trouble sleeping. This was 

assessed in two ways, primarily via recruitment emails and posters, which asked for 

individuals who have trouble sleeping, and secondly via a screening question in 

Qualtrics that asked “do you have trouble sleeping?". If participants selected “no” at 

this point they were directly sent to a screen thanking them and informing them that 

they were not eligible. Participants needed to have access to a device (phone or 

computer) and the internet. 

Recruitment, Randomisation and Blinding  

Participants were recruited via departmental emails and social media 

(Twitter, Facebook). Following eligibility screening and completion of baseline 

measures, participants were randomly allocated (1:1) to receive the intervention 

(CBTi) or control arm, with no stratification. This was completed on the Qualtrics 

platform so randomisation was computerised. Researchers were blinded to treatment 

allocation and had no contact with participants, all stages of data collection were 

fully automated. Participants were non-blinded to treatment allocation. A technical 

issue related to testing the intervention platform occurred at the start of data 

collection, this was rectified promptly but resulted in a slightly larger control group. 

As incentive for participation, participants were offered the chance to be entered into 

a prize draw to win an Amazon voucher.  
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Procedure 

Once participants accessed the Qualtrics platform they were screened for 

eligibility and then asked to complete a consent form online before being directed to 

the intervention. Screening and consent were built into the initial pages.. All data 

were collected via the Qualtrics platform. Following completion of this, participants 

were directed to the intervention, which began with the collection of demographic 

information and the self-report questionnaires. Participants then worked through 

each module of the online intervention, which comprised text and some interactive 

opportunities for participants to answer questions, at their own pace. These 

questionnaires (minus the demographic section) were then sent out again at one week 

post intervention (T1), 4 weeks follow-up (T2) and 12 weeks follow-up (T3). 

Participants received reminder emails, prompting them to complete follow up 

questionnaires, once after T1 and twice after T2 and T3 at regular intervals. Data 

were collected between October 2020 and May 2021.  

Intervention Arm: Single-session online CBTi  

The CBTi intervention was adapted from Ellis et al. (2015)’s face-to-face 

single session CBTi intervention, which covers the core components of CBTi: sleep 

education, i.e. the two-process model of sleep (Borbély, 1982), sleep cycles and 

average sleep recommendations; sleep hygiene information; sleep restriction, 

including sleep efficiency and a method for calculating prescribed time in bed 

(PTIB); and other techniques such as stimulus control, cognitive control, imagery 

and distraction. Ellis et al. (2015) use sleep diaries to inform the calculation of PTIB 

and as a measure of the impact of the intervention and this is a key difference with 

this study as the aim was to have everything contained within this single session. As 

a result, PTIB was calculated using participants’ estimates of their current sleep, 

rather than using data from the sleep diary. Participants were advised to estimate or 

to use any sleep tracker that they may have to inform these estimates. They were also 

advised to complete the diary and then could reassess their sleep efficiency, however 

this was not controlled for within the study. As described by Ellis et al. (2015), these 

modules address the cognitive, symptomatic and behavioural factors that are 

associated with acute insomnia. The main difference for this study was the 

adaptation of the intervention to a fully automated online platform. The other key 

difference was that the sleep diary was not used as a measure for this study, but the 

purpose and rationale for keeping a sleep diary was explained and a blank version 

provided for participants to download. The intervention modules (Table 3.1) were 
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presented in the format of textual information on screen, interactive elements that 

allowed for free text entry and an interactive sleep efficiency calculator, which was 

provided in the format of an excel spreadsheet that participants could download and 

complete. The estimated length of time to complete the intervention was 30-60 

minutes, however this was not controlled and individuals could move through it as 

quickly or slowly as preferred. The intervention was intended as a single session, but 

participants had access to the intervention for one week after they began and could 

return to complete it at any point. The digital intervention was adapted and 

developed by a trainee clinical psychologist and reviewed by three qualified clinical 

psychologists with expertise in CBT and CBTi.  

Control arm: Signposting  

The control condition signposted participants to pages of the NHS website 

with further information about sleep and insomnia information (Appendix C). The 

aim was to provide a control that would be similar to what students may access when 

they first sought information or support for their sleep either online or from their GP 

as the first line treatment (usual care).  

Outcomes 

Primary: feasibility 

• Retention at post-intervention defined as retention at T1 (1-week post-

intervention) compared to the number of people randomised. 

• Recruitment. 

Secondary 

 Participant acceptability and satisfaction of the intervention 

Data were collected from the people who completed the intervention (N=34) 

to gauge acceptability of the intervention and to guide improvements for any future 

full trials. This questionnaire (Appendix C) was developed specifically for this study 

and was informed by the theoretical framework of acceptability (Sekhon et al., 

2017).  

Pilot data on clinical outcome measures 

Self-report questionnaires were used to collect information on sleep 

(Insomnia Severity Index; Morin et al. 2011), anxiety (GAD-7; Spitzer et al. (2006)), 

depression (PHQ-8; Kroenke et al. 2009) and quality of life (WHOQOL-BREF; 

Skevington et al. 2004). These measures were chosen as they have all been shown to 

be valid and reliable, are used frequently in the research and are relatively short and 
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easy to complete for participants. Further information on the measures chosen can be 

found in Appendix C.  

Sample size 

The target recruitment was set at N=100 (50 per trial arm) in line with good 

practice recommendations for feasibility studies, which suggest a sample size of 

between 24 and 50 per trial arm (Lancaster et al., 2004; Sim & Lewis, 2012).  

Analysis plan 

The primary outcome was feasibility, calculated as: 

 

N people completing the study (baseline and post intervention - T1) 

N people randomised at baseline 

 

This was then broken down to explore the loss to follow up at the different time 

points throughout the study and between the different groups.  

The secondary outcome was acceptability, this was assessed via a self-report 

questionnaire and percentages of participants in agreement with different statements. 

Descriptive statistics of pilot outcome data were also calculated at each time point 

(group mean and standard deviation).  
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Table 3.1.  

 

Single-Session CBTi Curriculum (adapted from Ellis et al, 2015) 

 

Module Content  

Sleep education (approx. 

5-10 minutes 

Why we sleep and the impact of poor sleep 

Sleep cycle 

Average sleep recommendations 

2 process (sleep pressure, circadian rhythm) 

Sleep hygiene (approx. 5-

10 minutes) 

General sleep hygiene tips 

Sleep restriction 

(approx. 10-20 minutes) 

Rationale 

Sleep efficiency calculator (downloadable 

excel spreadsheet) 

Prescribed time in bed 

Sleep diary (approx. 5 

minutes) 

Rationale and example provided 

(downloadable) 

Additional techniques 

(Approx. 5-10 minutes) 

Stimulus control 

Cognitive control 

Imagery distraction 
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Results 

 

Primary outcome: Feasibility 

Number of people completing the intervention compared to the number of people 

recruited (figure 3.1). 

Of the 103 people randomised, 59 participants completed baseline and 1 

week post intervention measures (24 intervention, 35 control) giving a dropout rate 

of 43% overall (48% intervention; 34% control). 

Recruitment 

Recruitment took place over five months from 23/10/20 to 31/1/21 with 3-

month follow-up completed by 5/5/21 (including reminder emails). Flow through the 

study is shown in Fig. 1. The study achieved 103% of its recruitment target within 

three months.  

Loss to follow-up 

Of the 103 people randomised, 44 participants (16 intervention, 28 control) 

completed three or more data points. Overall loss to follow-up at T2 (four weeks 

post intervention) was therefore 57% (68% intervention, 47% control). 

Complete data (all time points) were collected for 28 people (11 intervention, 17 

control). Loss to follow-up at T3 (12 weeks follow-up) was therefore 74% (78% 

intervention, 68% control).  

Secondary outcomes: Acceptability and Satisfaction 

 The acceptability and satisfaction questionnaire was completed by all 

participants who finished the intervention (N=34). A majority of these participants 

(65%) stated that they agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “I was satisfied 

with the intervention” and 75% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “the 

intervention was helpful”. In relation to the digital delivery of the intervention, 94% 

agreed or strongly stated they were happy to use a computer/device to access the 

intervention and 91% found the intervention easy to follow.  
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Figure 3.1 Flow through trial (CONSORT diagram) 
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Table 3.2. 

 

Baseline characteristics of participants 

 

Participants were generally unsure as to whether the intervention would have 

a lasting effect, with 73% selecting “neither agree nor disagree” for this option.  

Participants were also asked what they had liked least and most about the 

intervention and were able to enter free text for this question. Key points that 

participants liked best about the intervention were fairly consistent, the following 

points summarise the most common comments from this question: 

• easy to follow 

• concise and clear 

 CBTi 

(N=50) 

Signposting control 

(N=53) 

Overall 

 (N=103) 

Age    

- 18-24 47 52 (98%) 99 (96%) 

- 25-34 3 1  4 (4%) 

Gender    

- Male 11 7 18 (17%) 

- Female 38 46 84 (81%) 

- Not disclosed 1 0 1 (2%) 

Undergraduate 41 48 89 (86%) 

- Year 1 16 23 39 (38%) 

- Year 2 9 6 15 (14%) 

- Year 3 12 13 25 (24%) 

- Year 4 4 5 9 (9%) 

- Year5  1 1 (1%) 

Postgraduate 9 5 14 (14%) 

- Year 1 7 4 11 (11%) 

- Year 2 2 - 2 (2) 

- Year 3 - 1 1 (1%) 

Taking medication for sleep 3 4 7 (7%) 

Duration of sleep problems    

- Less than 2 weeks 1 2 3 (3%) 

- Between 2 weeks and 3 

months 

12 17 29 (28%) 

- More than 3 months 37 34 71 (69%) 
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• provided useful tips. 

 In terms of what people did not like, there was more variation between 

participants, the key points (summarised from the most common comments) were: 

• Too much information that will be hard to remember 

• Information too basic and already known by participants 

• Confusion about sleep efficiency calculations 

For full qualitative results see Appendix A. 

 

Pilot outcome data  

A summary of the collected outcome data can be seen in Table 2. As a pilot 

feasibility study it was not powered to explore effectiveness of the intervention. The 

scores of the pilot outcome data show some small improvements in both groups 

across sleep, anxiety and depression scores. Quality of life scores (WHOQOL-

BREF) remained fairly consistent across both groups and all time points and were on 

the lower side of general population norms for each domain (Hawthorne et al., 

2006).  

Scores in both intervention and control groups at baseline indicated moderate 

levels of anxiety (Spitzer et al., 2006) and depression (Kroenke et al., 2009). The ISI 

scores for both groups at baseline indicated sub-threshold insomnia (Morin et al., 

2011).
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Figure 3.2. Number of participants across all time points, intervention vs control 
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Table 3.3 

Mental health outcome data  

 
T0 T1 T2 T3 

Outcome Intervention 

Mean (SD) 

N=50 

Control 

Mean (SD) 

N=53 

Intervention 

Mean (SD) 

 

Control 

Mean (SD) 

Intervention 

Mean (SD) 

Control 

Mean (SD) 

Intervention 

Mean (SD) 

Control 

 ISI 

(Insomnia) 

15.7 (3.9) 14.2 (3.6) 14.3 (3.5) 

N=26 

12.3 (3.6) 

N=36 

11.2 (5.1) 

N=12 

12.3 (4.9) 

N=24 

11.07 (2.8) 

N=14 

12.9 (4.) n=24 

GAD-7  

(Anxiety) 

10.5 (5) 11.2 (5.2) 9.4 (5.6) n=26 9.2 (5.2) 

N=36 

10.5 (6.1) 

N=10 

9.7 (5.6) 

N=18 

9.8 (5) n=14 8.3 (6.5) n=24) 

PHQ-9 

(Depression) 

12.0 (4.9) 12.6 (4.8) 12.1 (5.6) 

N=26 

10.9 (5.0) 

N=36 

11.9 (5.9) 

N=10 

12.0 (6.0) 

N=18 

9.3 (5.1) 

N=14 

9.9 (6.4) n=24 

WHOQOL BREF 

(Quality of life) 

       

Domain 1: 

Physical 

56.9 (13.0) 60.1 (10.9) 57.4 (14.1)  

N=24 

63.2 (14.3) 

N=35 

59.5 (18.3) 

N=10 

61.8 (13.7) 

N=18 

64.1 (12.7) 

N=13 

60.8 (12.0) N=21 

Domain 2: 

Psychological 

 

49.3 (15.5) 51.9 (14.6) 47.3 (14.7)  

N=24 

52.5 (15.6) 

N=35 

34.4 (13.1) 

N=10 

47.7 (16.9) 

N=18 

46.4 (17.7) 

N=13 

43.2 (18.9) N=21 

Domain 3: Social 61.0 (16.9) 58.1 (22.2) 66.7 (18.0) 

 N=24 

61.4 (21.8) 

N=35 

59.4 (29.3) 

N=10 

62.8 (23.7) 

N=18 

54.8 (22.3) 

N=13 

55.6 (20.7) N=21 

Domain 4: 

Environment 

68.7 (15.3) 72.3 (13.5) 67.8 (17.5) 

 N=24 

71.7 (13.4) 

N=35 

63.2 (22.7) 

N=10 

70.6 (13.0) 

N=18 

66.4 (17.9) 

N=13 

74.8 (10.6) N=21 
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Discussion 

 The findings from this pilot feasibility and acceptability RCT indicate that it 

is possible to recruit participants to a digital CBTi intervention and that the 

intervention and mode of delivery is acceptable to participants. Retention remains a 

challenge and was worse in the intervention group and as time increased.  

Strengths of this study include the design of the pilot study as an RCT and 

adherence to a pre-registered protocol. The trial explored the digital application of a 

single-session CBTi intervention (Ellis et al., 2015) and its potential. The study had a 

high dropout rate and loss to follow-up, particularly in the intervention group. This is 

similar to findings from large scale RCTs of digital CBTi (Christensen et al., 2016; 

Freeman et al., 2017). Elevated dropout rates have also been noted in other digital 

mental health interventions for university students (Becker & Torous, 2019). This 

poses a threat to the internal validity of the study and careful consideration must be 

given to targeting interventions appropriately, integrating treatments into existing 

services and methods to support follow-up completion. A limitation of this study is 

that, due to the digital nature of the study, this loss could not be explored further in 

terms of the reasons behind it. It is of note that this rate was higher in the 

intervention, rather than control group, perhaps because the intervention had already 

taken a considerable amount of time for participants to complete so they were less 

willing to complete follow-ups.  

As a feasibility study, it was not powered to determine any effect of the 

intervention, however it is noted that sleep scores improved marginally in both 

groups and this was sustained to final follow up, with slightly more improvement in 

the intervention group. This is encouraging and signals the possible merit in further 

research in this area. There was also a small improvement in anxiety and depression 

scores across both groups.  

It is of note that the group means across anxiety and depression measures at 

baseline indicated moderate levels of anxiety across both groups. This was a student 

population rather than clinical and these findings add to the literature on mental 

health in university students and the suggestion that this is a growing problem 

(RCPsych, 2003, 2011). It is important to note that this study was carried out during 

the COVID-19 pandemic, in which students were facing different challenges, for 

example moving back home, having teaching online, as well as the challenges that 

were occurring at an individual level.  
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 This research indicates that a full trial to explore this digital intervention is 

feasible and acceptable, however consideration should be given to methods to 

improve retention, and measures taken when calculating the sample size to ensure 

the study is adequately powered. This could partly be addressed by targeting the 

intervention more specifically to those with a new onset sleep problem. The baseline 

demographics and the qualitative feedback from the acceptability questionnaire 

indicated that most participants had a more longstanding sleep problem, and many 

were already familiar with much of the intervention. Targeting the digital 

intervention to those with more acute, new sleep problems, in line with the research 

from Ellis et al. (2015), may be worth further exploration. Retention may also be 

improved through, for example, follow-up phone calls as well as reminder emails. It 

would be interesting to be able to carry out a study across academic years, to 

understand when sleep and mental health are most impacted, if there is a pattern and 

therefore when an intervention such as this may be useful.  

If a full trial is conducted and the intervention is found to be effective, this 

could be a useful early intervention that could be easily distributed by universities 

and accessed by students. The development of a full-scale trial can be informed by 

this study, for example by targeting the intervention at those with newer onset sleep 

problems, following up by telephone as well as email, providing a follow-up email 

with a printable handout or a leaflet, as indicated from the qualitative feedback 

(Appendix A). There were also some areas, in particular the sleep efficiency 

calculator and prescribed time in bed that some found confusing or difficult to 

follow. This could be presented differently, for example with videos, a 

demonstration and more thorough explanation.  

In conclusion, this pilot study indicates that a single-session digital CBTi 

intervention is acceptable to students and recruitment to a large-scale trial is feasible. 

Dropout rates and loss to follow-up need to be considered when designing a fully 

powered efficacy study. Early intervention in sleep problems may have a positive 

impact both on sleep and mental health in a student population but further research is 

needed. 
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Executive Summary 

Service-related project 

Research into child and adolescent mental health inpatient settings is a key and 

developing area. Guidelines from national bodies, such as the Quality Network for 

Inpatient CAMHS, have highlighted the importance of staff-patient relationships and 

recommended that young people have keyworkers to provide consistent therapeutic 

relationships as well as a communication point for families. Key-working has been 

adopted by inpatient settings but there is a lack of guidance as to what this means 

and how it should be implemented. This study focuses on one such CAMHS 

inpatient unit. The team at this unit were concerned that key-working targets were 

not being met and wanted to better understand the reasons behind this. This study 

aimed to explore the attitudes of the staff towards key-working to make 

recommendations for possible service improvement.   

Two focus groups were conducted, comprising all staff from the unit 

involved in providing key working sessions to young people. The data from these 

groups were analysed qualitatively using thematic analysis. Four major themes were 

identified: lack of clarity on what key working is; the need for specific experience 

and skills; key working is scary; and challenges of the current set up. These themes 

also comprised sub-themes, which are detailed within the paper.  

 The study discusses some of the challenges to key working from the 

perspective of staff in a CAMHS inpatient unit. The findings echo research into other 

mental health inpatient settings, highlighting the importance of role clarity, 

communication, training, and the importance of the wider working culture. The study 

details some recommendations for training development and considerations for the 

service.  

 

Systematic literature review 

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic demyelinating disease that manifests in a range 

of symptoms that vary between individuals. Fatigue is cited as one of the most 

frequently present and impactful symptoms, impacting on general quality of life. 

Research suggests a link between fatigue, depression and sleep in people with 

multiple sclerosis, however sleep disorders, including insomnia, are under-diagnosed 

in people with MS and therefore likely to be under-treated. Psychological and 

behavioural interventions are recommended as the first line treatment for insomnia 

as the first line treatment. This systematic review of RCTs and controlled trials 
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aimed to summarise the existing literature for psychological and psychosocial 

interventions for insomnia in people with MS and the effectiveness of any of these 

interventions.  

Databases were searched for relevant literature on psychological and 

psychosocial interventions for insomnia in people with MS. Studies had to be with 

adults, include a control comparison and include a valid and reliable measure of 

sleep. Ten studies met the inclusion criteria, with a total of 731 participants across 10 

comparisons. Seven studies had the relevant data to be included in a meta-analysis, 

and this indicated a small intervention effect. However, the included studies were 

varied in the interventions that they used. A sub-analysis of three studies that looked 

at CBT (the most common intervention) also found a small effect for intervention. 

Heterogeneity was high in both analyses and included studies were small.  

From this review it is evident that further research is needed, the evidence 

base is very limited but initial studies are promising. Exploration of potential 

adaptations of effective insomnia interventions, such as CBT for insomnia, for 

people with MS would also be beneficial.  

 

Main research project 

 Student mental health has been a growing area of interest and concern in the 

UK. The transition period from adolescent to adult has been noted as a potential time 

of vulnerability for young adults in the development or worsening of mental health 

problems and it has been suggested that the move away from home to university may 

contribute to this. Sleep problems are more common in the student population than in 

the general population, likely due to various factors. Research into sleep and mental 

health problems has indicated the likelihood of a bi-directional relationship, with 

poor sleep likely to contribute to the onset and maintenance of some mental health 

problems.  

 Initial research into cognitive behavioural therapy for insomnia (CBTi) has 

been shown to be effective for insomnia and comorbid mental health problems. 

These studies have generally looked at populations who have established insomnia 

and digital interventions have experienced high rates of dropout. This study aimed to 

explore the feasibility and acceptability of a single session digital CBTi intervention 

for University students.  

 The study was a randomised, controlled feasibility and acceptability trial with 

two parallel groups. It was conducted online via Qualtrics. Students over 17 with 
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self-identified sleep problems were eligible to complete the study. The intervention 

group received a brief (30-60 minute) digital CBTi intervention based on the face-to-

face version developed by Ellis et al. (2015). The control group were directed to 

easily accessible information on insomnia and sleep via the NHS website. Self-report 

measures on sleep, anxiety, depression and quality of life were collected at baseline, 

and then 1-, 4- and 12-weeks post-intervention. The primary outcome was feasibility, 

operationalised as the number of people completing the intervention (baseline and 

one-week post-intervention) compared to the number randomised as well as 

recruitment. Secondary outcomes were acceptability and pilot outcome data.  

 103 people were randomised (53 control, 50 intervention) and there was 

complete data for 28 participants for all time points. Loss to follow-up was therefore 

high, increasing across time points from 37% to 78%, and higher in the intervention 

group. These elevated rates are similar to other research trials in the area and need to 

be considered in the development of any full-scale trials.  

 The intervention was found to be acceptable to participants, as was the mode 

of delivery and recruitment was feasible. The study was not powered to detect effect 

of the intervention, but initial pilot outcomes were promising in terms of sleep, 

anxiety and depression scores and support the development of further research. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Critical Literature Review  

Search Strategy  

 

Dates searched: 10/7/20 and 12/4/21 

Cochrane library  

 

#1 MeSH descriptor: [Multiple Sclerosis] explode all trees 

#2 MeSH descriptor: [Sleep Initiation and Maintenance Disorders] explode all 

trees 

#3 (multiple sclerosis):ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched) 

#4 ("insomnia"):ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched) 

#5 #1 AND #2 (Word variations have been searched) 

#6 #3 AND #4 (Word variations have been searched) 

#7 #1 AND #4 (Word variations have been searched) 

#8 #2 AND #3 (Word variations have been searched) 

 

APA psychnet 

{Multiple Sclerosis} OR {Myelitis} OR {Sclerosis (Nervous System)} AND Index 

Terms: {Sleep Wake Disorders} OR {Insomnia} OR Any Field: multiple 

sclerosis AND Any Field: insomnia OR Any Field: insomn* AND Any 

Field: multiple sclerosis 

Pubmed 

Search: ((((multiple sclerosis) AND (insomn*)) OR ((multiple sclerosis) AND 

(insomnia))) OR ((multiple sclerosis) AND (sleep))) OR ((multiple sclerosis) 

AND (sleep disorder)) 

((((("multiple sclerosis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("multiple"[All Fields] AND 

"sclerosis"[All Fields])) OR "multiple sclerosis"[All Fields]) AND "insomn*"[All 

Fields]) OR ((("multiple sclerosis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("multiple"[All Fields] AND 

"sclerosis"[All Fields])) OR "multiple sclerosis"[All Fields]) AND (((("sleep 

initiation and maintenance disorders"[MeSH Terms] OR ((("sleep"[All Fields] AND 

"initiation"[All Fields]) AND "maintenance"[All Fields]) AND "disorders"[All 

Fields])) OR "sleep initiation and maintenance disorders"[All Fields]) OR 

"insomnia"[All Fields]) OR "insomnias"[All Fields]))) OR ((("multiple 

sclerosis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("multiple"[All Fields] AND "sclerosis"[All Fields])) 
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OR "multiple sclerosis"[All Fields]) AND (((("sleep"[MeSH Terms] OR "sleep"[All 

Fields]) OR "sleeping"[All Fields]) OR "sleeps"[All Fields]) OR "sleep s"[All 

Fields]))) OR ((("multiple sclerosis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("multiple"[All Fields] AND 

"sclerosis"[All Fields])) OR "multiple sclerosis"[All Fields]) AND (((("sleep wake 

disorders"[MeSH Terms] OR (("sleep"[All Fields] AND "wake"[All Fields]) AND 

"disorders"[All Fields])) OR "sleep wake disorders"[All Fields]) OR ("sleep"[All 

Fields] AND "disorder"[All Fields])) OR "sleep disorder"[All Fields])) 

 

Translations 

multiple sclerosis: "multiple sclerosis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("multiple"[All Fields] 

AND "sclerosis"[All Fields]) OR "multiple sclerosis"[All Fields] 

multiple sclerosis: "multiple sclerosis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("multiple"[All Fields] 

AND "sclerosis"[All Fields]) OR "multiple sclerosis"[All Fields] 

insomnia: "insomnia's"[All Fields] OR "sleep initiation and maintenance 

disorders"[MeSH Terms] OR ("sleep"[All Fields] AND "initiation"[All Fields] AND 

"maintenance"[All Fields] AND "disorders"[All Fields]) OR "sleep initiation and 

maintenance disorders"[All Fields] OR "insomnia"[All Fields] OR "insomnias"[All 

Fields] 

multiple sclerosis: "multiple sclerosis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("multiple"[All Fields] 

AND "sclerosis"[All Fields]) OR "multiple sclerosis"[All Fields] 

sleep: "sleep"[MeSH Terms] OR "sleep"[All Fields] OR "sleeping"[All Fields] OR 

"sleeps"[All Fields] OR "sleep's"[All Fields] 

multiple sclerosis: "multiple sclerosis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("multiple"[All Fields] 

AND "sclerosis"[All Fields]) OR "multiple sclerosis"[All Fields] 

sleep disorder: "sleep wake disorders"[MeSH Terms] OR ("sleep"[All Fields] AND 

"wake"[All Fields] AND "disorders"[All Fields]) OR "sleep wake disorders"[All 

Fields] OR ("sleep"[All Fields] AND "disorder"[All Fields]) OR "sleep disorder"[All 

Fields] 

 

Embase 

'multiple sclerosis' AND (insomnia OR 'sleep disorder') OR ('multiple 

sclerosis'/exp AND 'sleep disorder'/exp) OR ('multiple sclerosis'/exp AND 

'insomnia'/exp) 

Clinicaltrials.gov 

Search 1, terms and variations searched: 
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(64) 

Insomnia 

Sleep quality; Sleeplessness 

Multiple sclerosis 

Disseminated sclerosis; Sclerosis; Sclerose; Sclerotic 

Multiple 

Multi; Many; Numerous; Several 

Search 2, terms and variations searched: 

(60) 

Multiple sclerosis 

Disseminated sclerosis; Sclerosis; Sclerose; Sclerotic 

Multiple 

Multi; Many; Numerous; Several 

Sleep disorder: 

Sleep disturbances; Parasomnias; Sleep problem; Sleeping disorders disorder sleep 

Disorder: 

Diseases; Conditions 

Sleep: 

Sleeping
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Appendix B – Service-Related Project 

Lay Summary  

Purpose of this study: This study aimed to better understand the experience and 

attitudes of staff in an inpatient child and adolescent mental health inpatient unit in 

relation to key working. Key working is a system in which allocated staff members 

work individually with young people during the course of their stay in an inpatient 

unit. 

What did we do? We carried out two focus groups with staff members on the 

inpatient unit.. We then analysed the focus group data to look for common themes 

across the groups.  

What did we find? We found that there are a number of barriers and challenges to 

key working, both at the individual and service level. This includes a lack of clarity 

around what key working is and who should do it, beliefs that specific skills and 

training are needed, a fear around carrying out key working, and practical limitations 

like time and conflicting interests. 

What will we do next? We have made recommendations for the development of 

training and service level changes to support the improvement and uptake of key 

working in the unit. 
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Topic Guide for focus groups  

 

Can I start by asking you to describe the key worker / key work system to me? 

- Who is responsible for carrying out key work sessions? 

- What is the purpose of key work sessions?  

- Why is it important? 

- What do you cover in key work sessions? 

- Do you have a plan for each key work session or does it vary depending on 

what is happening for the person at the time? 

- Do you have time to plan for key work sessions? 

How would you go about approaching someone for a key work session? 

- Is it set times each week or does it change? 

- Can someone ask if they want a session?  

- Could they have more than one a week if requested? 

- If they don’t want a session, what happens? 

What are some of the reasons why key work sessions might not happen? 

- Schedule/ time? 

- Room availability? 

- People refuse? 

Do you feel confident in carrying out key work sessions?  

Yes: 

- What helps you feel confident? 

- Have you always felt confident doing it? 

- Is this the same for all sessions? 

No: 

- Why do you think this might be? 

- Is this the same for every session? 

What would help you feel more confident/supported to carry out key work? 

Do you enjoy key work sessions as part of your work? 

- What do you like about it? 

- What do you dislike? 

Do you feel these sessions are prioritised by the unit?  

- If things get busy, does it get dropped first? 

What would you change about key working? 

How do you think the young people feel about key working? 
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Appendix C – Main Research Project  

 

Acceptability Questionnaire Responses 

 

What did you like most about 

the intervention? 

What did you like least? 

Idk Idk 

Good tips for dealing with 

racing thoughts in bed 

I got a bit confused by the bit about time in bed 

the layout was easy to read and 

understand 

I already knew a lot of the techniques 

It was easy to follow with steps 

laid out clearly 

Fairly long 

Easy step by step presentation. 

Wasn't just one block of text. 

The activities. 

Probably needs to be followed up with a 

handout. I won't remember it. 

it gave tips on how to adjust my 

schedule to be able to sleep 

better 

most of this information can be found on the 

internet with a brief search as compared to more 

varied content  

easy to complete, not too 

wordy, files to download which 

is helpful, informative 

online, not interactive and perhaps less 

engaging 

That the points are simple to 

follow and it's not 

overwhelming 

It does give me a lot of information to process 

in one go. 

concise communication already familiar 

The suggestions and tips given Too many thing to remember  

It was quick and provided a 

range of tips 

I thought the prescribed bed time could have 

been explained more clearly 

it is easy to access most of it is common sense 

Easy step-by-step guide There was quite a lot of text 
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easy to follow a lot of info to take on board 

Easy and informative.  Provided very basic information - heard it all 

before.  

the tips to help the tips were a bit generic  

I think that the sleep diary will 

be helpful, and I particularly 

liked the idea of putting the day 

to bed and writing down things 

for tomorrow to relieve them 

from your mind. 

The calculating of the sleep efficiency thing 

really confused me. Also, I love being in bed 

even when I'm not asleep, so trying to keep it 

only for sleep will be a challenge for me. 

The accessibility of the 

intervention was good  

There was no follow ups or sharing of 

experience with others. it might be helpful to do 

another re-cap for people in a week or have 

something to take away?  

useful information using excel 

Trying to change my sleep 

pattern 

It didn’t work 

Easy to follow  Nothing really  

the language used through the 

questions  

the sleep calculator  

The advice and different 

methods to practise 

I found it difficult to be open about mental 

health 

easy to follow and understand I'm not sure whether I would stick to it 

Information provided about 

sleep was accessible and 

helpful to understand the value 

of what I was doing rather than 

just saying to 'do this' without 

context. 

Nothing. 
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Useful tips, helps to know what 

normal habits are effective or 

not 

The sleep efficiency calculations/adjustment 

part was a bit difficult to follow 

The different strategies to get 

ready for bed 

Not having the option of printing or saving all 

of the information after the intervention 

I had not previously heard the 

warm non-caffinated drink 

thing 

Not much new for people who have researched 

how to achieve better sleep a lot 

The practical techniques it 

suggests and the information 

The fact that it is too short to be effective  

I liked the tips to help falling 

asleep better 

The instructions for the sleep diary seemed to be 

complicated  

how it explains everything  its a lot of things to try and remember  

Built in calculator to check 

sleep efficiency and tables in 

intervention 

It makes it sound so easy trying to get a good 

sleep routine  

The sleep efficiency calculator 

was new & interesting 

Much of the information I was already aware of 

- I've been actively trying to improve my sleep 

for a while 

Giving lots of tips to help It's on my phone so im doing it at 11.30pm 

which is when i shouldnt be on my phone,  i 

should be sleeping but i wouldnt have found it 

without being on my phone at this time! Not 

sure how it might help with staying asleep but 

hoping it will. There's a lot of factors causing 

my sleep difficulties not just one. 
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Outcome Measures Description and Psychometrics 

 

Measure Description Psychometrics 

Insomnia 

Severity 

Index (ISI) 

 

 

The ISI is a seven-item self-report Likert 

questionnaire. Total scores are calculated 

and higher scores indicate more severe 

sleep problems: 

• 0-7: no clinically significant 

insomnia 

• 8-14: subthreshold insomnia 

• 15-21: clinical insomnia 

(moderate) 

• 22-28: clinical insomnia 

(severe) 

 

 

In a general population sample (Morin et al., 2011): 

• a cut-off score of 10 was optimal (86.1% sensitivity, 87.7% 

specificity) for detecting insomnia cases. 

• Good internal consistency (Cronbach α: 0.90 and 0.91) 

• Good convergent validity indicated by significant correlation with 

other measures of fatigue, quality of life, anxiety and depression.  

Generalised 

Anxiety 

Disorder 

(GAD-7) 

The GAD-7 is a seven item self-report 

Likert questionnaire. A total score is 

calculated (max. 21) and higher scores 

indicate more severe anxiety: 

In a primary care sample (Spitzer et al., 2006): 

• Cut off point of 10 was optimal with 89% sensitivity and 8% 

specificity  

• High internal consistency: (Cronbach α =.92) 
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• 0-5: mild 

• 6-10: moderate 

• 11-15: moderately severe 

•  

 

• Good test-retest reliability: (intraclass correlation=0.83) 

• Good procedural validity: (intraclass correlation=0.83) 

 

Valid and reliable for use with the general population (Löwe et al., 2008). 

PHQ-8 The PHQ-8 is an 8-item self-report Likert 

questionnaire. Total scores are calculated 

(max. 24) and higher scores indicate more 

severe depressive symptoms: 

• 0-4: no significant depressive 

symptoms 

• 5-9: mild  

• 10-14: moderate 

• 15-19: moderately severe 

• 20-24: severe 

Equivalent to the PHQ-9 in detecting presence of depression (Kroenke et al., 

2001; Kroenke et al., 2009) 

• Optimal cut off score of 10 (sensitivity 88%, specificity 88%) for 

major depression (PHQ-9) 

• In a general population sample 96.5% of respondents with a score 

≥ 10 on the PHQ-8 had either a depressive disorder or core 

depressive symptoms 

WHOQOL-

BREF 

The WHOQOL-BREF is a 26-item self-

report Likert questionnaire, which explores 

quality of life across four domains: 

physical, psychological, social and 

environment. 

The measure has good to excellent psychometric properties and 

fair to good properties in preliminary tests of validity. 

(Skevington et al., 2004) 
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Acceptability Questionnaire  

 

 Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly 

Agree 

I found the online 

intervention easy 

to follow 

     

I was happy to use 

a computer to 

access this 

intervention 

     

I was satisfied with 

the intervention 

     

The intervention 

was helpful 

     

 

What did you like most about the intervention? 

 

 

 

What did you like least about the intervention? 

 

 

 

Any other comments 

 

 

 

Note: Informed by the Theoretical Framework of Acceptability (Sekhon et al., 2017) 
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Control Arm 

 

Thank you for taking agreeing to take part in this study and for completing 

the measures. 

  

Below are some links to useful websites in relation to sleep hygiene and 

insomnia. 

  

PLEASE HAVE A READ THROUGH THE INFORMATION LINKED 

BELOW IN YOUR OWN TIME. 

  

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/insomnia/ 

  

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/10-tips-to-beat-insomnia/ 

  

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/how-to-get-to-sleep/ 

 

Click the arrow to complete the survey and record your response.

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/insomnia/
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/10-tips-to-beat-insomnia/
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/how-to-get-to-sleep/
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Appendix D – Author Guidelines for Target Journals 

Journal of Behavioural Medicine (Critical Literature Review) 

Instructions to Authors 

Manuscript Submission 

Manuscripts, in English, should be submitted to the Editor via the Journal’s 

web-based online manuscript submission and peer-review system: 

http://jobm.edmgr.com 

Inquiries regarding Journal policy and other such general topics should be 

sent to the Editor: 

Alan Christensen, Ph.D. 

e-mail to christensenal19@ecu.edu 

http://jobm.edmgr.com 

 
Types of Submissions Considered 

Regular Articles 

The majority of journal pages are devoted to the publication of original 

empirical articles, such as reports of randomized controlled trials, 

observational studies, or other basic and clinical investigations within the 

domain of behavioral medicine. Quantitative or descriptive and integrative 

literature reviews will also be considered. Although the journal does not 

impose a strict page limit, it is strongly suggested that regular articles be no 

more than 30 double-spaced manuscript pages, including all figures, 

captions, tables, notes, and references. 

Brief Report 

Journal of Behavioral Medicine accepts brief reports of soundly designed 

research studies of specialized interest that can be effectively 

communicated in less space than standard-length articles. An author who 

submits a Brief Report must agree not to submit the full report to another 

journal. Brief Report submissions should not exceed a total of 15 double-

spaced pages, including title page, abstract, references, tables, and figures. 

Letters to the Editor 

mailto:christensenal19@ecu.edu
http://jobm.edmgr.com/
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Journal of Behavioral Medicine may occasionally publish Letters to the 

Editor that offer opinion or interpretation of articles previously published in 

the journal. Letters should be limited to 500 words or less. Tables and 

figures should be used only if absolutely necessary. It is customary for 

letters to be sent to the author(s) of the original work and the authors’ 

response may be published as a companion to the Letter to the Editor. 

 
Copyright 

Submission is a representation that the manuscript has not been published 

previously and is not currently under consideration for publication 

elsewhere. A statement transferring copyright from the authors (or their 

employers, if they hold the copyright) to Springer will be required before 

the manuscript can be accepted for publication. Authors will receive an 

electronic notification to transfer copyright of the article to Springer 

Science+Business Media, LLC. Such a written transfer of copyright, which 

previously was assumed to be implicit in the act of submitting a 

manuscript, is necessary under the U.S. Copyright Law in order for the 

publisher to carry through the dissemination of research results and reviews 

as widely and effectively as possible. 

 
General 

In general, Journal of Behavioral Medicine follows the recommendations 

of Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th 

Edition (2009), and it is suggested that contributors refer to this 

publication. 

 
Manuscript Style 

• Although the journal does not impose a strict page limit, it is 

strongly suggested that manuscripts be no more than 25-30 double-

spaced pages, including all figures, captions, tables, notes, and 

references. 

• All pages should be typed double spaced and numbered (including 

pages containing the title, author name and affiliation footnotes, 

abstract, acknowledgments, references, tables, and figure caption 

list). 

• Declarations. All manuscripts must contain the following sections on 

the Title Page under the heading 'Declarations'. If any of the sections 

are not relevant to your manuscript, please include the heading and 

write 'Not applicable' for that section. Please see the relevant 

sections in the submission guidelines for further information. 
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Funding (information that explains whether and by whom the 

research was supported)Conflicts of interest/Competing interests 

(include appropriate disclosures)Ethics approval (include appropriate 

approvals or waivers)Consent to participate (include appropriate 

consent statements)Consent for publication (consent statement 

regarding publishing an individual’s data or image)Availability of 

data and material (data transparency)Code availability (software 

application or custom code)Authors' contributions 

• An abstract is to be provided, preferably no longer than 150 words. 

A list of 5-6 key words is to be provided directly below the abstract. 

Key words should express the precise content of the manuscript, as 

they are used for indexing purpose, both internal and external. 

• Illustrations (photographs, drawings, diagrams, and charts) are to be 

numbered in one consecutive series of Arabic numerals. The 

captions for illustrations should be typed on a separate sheet of 

paper. Photographs should be large glossy prints, showing high 

contrast. Drawings should be prepared with india ink. Either the 

original drawings or good-quality photographic prints are 

acceptable. Identify figures on the back with author's name and 

number of the illustration. Electronic artwork submitted on disk 

should be in TIFF or EPS format (1200 dpi for line and 300 dpi for 

half-tones and gray-scale art). Color art should be in the CYMK 

color space. Artwork should be on a separate disk from the text, and 

hard copy must accompany the disk. 

• Tables should be referred to by number in the text. Each table should 

be typed on a separate page. Both numbering and format should 

follow APA style. 

• Electronic Supplementary MaterialsSpringer accepts electronic 

supplementary materials (animations, movies, audio, large original 

data, etc.) which will be published in the online version only. For 

detailed information about file formats, file size, etc., please check 

our ESM guidelines at 

http://www.springer.com/authors/manuscript+guidelines?SGWID=0

-40162-12-339499-0 

• List references alphabetically at the end of the paper and refer to 

them in the text by name and year in parentheses. In a slight 

departure from APA format, where there are three or more authors, 

only the first author's name is given in the text, followed by et al. 

References should include titles of papers and follow APA format in 

all other respects. 

• The Journal of Behavioral Medicine requests that, whenever 

possible, statistical tests include a reporting of effects sizes. Authors 

are encouraged to report the relevant statistical information for both 

significant and non-significant effects, and to follow the statistical 

reporting recommendations presented in the Publication Manual of 

the American Psychological Association, 6th edition (2009). 
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Additional information can be found in “How to Report Statistics in 

Medicine” (Lang and Secic, 1997). 

• For the reporting of intervention studies with randomized and 

nonrandomized designs, authors are requested to follow CONSORT 

(Consolidated Standards for Reporting of Trials; Moher, Jones, & 

Lepage, 2001) or TREND (Transparent Reporting of Evaluations 

with Nonrandomized Designs; Des Jarlais, Lyles, & Crepaz, 2004) 

guidelines to ensure that basic information about the conduct of 

studies is available. This information can be obtained online at 

“http://www.cdc.gov/trendstatement/ 

• For reporting of meta-analytic studies, authors are required to follow 

PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 

Meta-Analyses) (http://www.prisma-statement.org/) guidelines 

• To enhance readability for a wide audience, the use of abbreviations 

and acronyms should be avoided throughout the manuscript. 

Exceptions include common statistical terminology (e.g., ANOVA) 

and widely recognized acronyms (e.g., US, NATO). 

• Authors are responsible for all information in their work. If any 

tables, figures, or quotations from another source are adapted or used 

in entirety, permission must be granted from the copyright owner(s). 

Where applicable, authors are required to provide documentation of 

all permissions received. 

http://www.springer.com/authors/manuscript+guidelines?SGWID=0-

40162-12-339499-0 

Research Data Policy 

This journal operates a type 1 research data policy. The journal encourages 

authors, where possible and applicable, to deposit data that support the 

findings of their research in a public repository. Authors and editors who 

do not have a preferred repository should consult Springer Nature’s list of 

repositories and research data policy. 

List of Repositories 

Research Data Policy 

General repositories - for all types of research data - such as figshare and 

Dryad may also be used. 

Datasets that are assigned digital object identifiers (DOIs) by a data 

repository may be cited in the reference list. Data citations should include 

the minimum information recommended by DataCite: authors, title, 

publisher (repository name), identifier. 

http://www.springer.com/authors/manuscript+guidelines?SGWID=0-40162-12-339499-0
http://www.springer.com/authors/manuscript+guidelines?SGWID=0-40162-12-339499-0
https://www.springernature.com/gp/authors/research-data-policy/research-data-policy-types
https://www.springernature.com/gp/authors/research-data-policy/recommended-repositories
https://www.springernature.com/gp/authors/research-data-policy/data-policy-faqs
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DataCite 

Authors who need help understanding our data sharing policies, help 

finding a suitable data repository, or help organising and sharing research 

data can access our Author Support portal for additional guidance. 

 
Springer Open Choice 

In addition to the normal publication process (whereby an article is 

submitted to the Journal and access to that article is granted to customers 

who have purchased a subscription), Springer now provides an alternative 

publishing option: Springer Open Choice. A Springer Open Choice article 

receives all the benefits of a regular subscription-based article, but in 

addition is made available publicly through Springer’s online platform 

SpringerLink. To publish via Springer Open Choice, upon acceptance 

please visit http://www.springeronline.com/openchoice to complete the 

relevant order form and provide the required payment information. 

Payment must be received in full before publication or articles will publish 

as regular subscription-model articles. We regret that Springer Open 

Choice cannot be ordered for published articles. 

Springer Open Choice 

 
Ethical Responsibilities of Authors 

This journal is committed to upholding the integrity of the scientific record. 

As a member of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) the journal 

will follow the COPE guidelines on how to deal with potential acts of 

misconduct. 

Authors should refrain from misrepresenting research results which could 

damage the trust in the journal, the professionalism of scientific authorship, 

and ultimately the entire scientific endeavour. Maintaining integrity of the 

research and its presentation is helped by following the rules of good 

scientific practice, which include*: 

• The manuscript should not be submitted to more than one journal for 

simultaneous consideration. 

• The submitted work should be original and should not have been 

published elsewhere in any form or language (partially or in full), 

unless the new work concerns an expansion of previous work. 

(Please provide transparency on the re-use of material to avoid the 

concerns about text-recycling (‘self-plagiarism’). 

https://www.datacite.org/
https://support.springernature.com/en/support/solutions/folders/6000238326
http://www.springeronline.com/openchoice
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• A single study should not be split up into several parts to increase 

the quantity of submissions and submitted to various journals or to 

one journal over time (i.e. ‘salami-slicing/publishing’). 

• Concurrent or secondary publication is sometimes justifiable, 

provided certain conditions are met. Examples include: translations 

or a manuscript that is intended for a different group of readers. 

• Results should be presented clearly, honestly, and without 

fabrication, falsification or inappropriate data manipulation 

(including image based manipulation). Authors should adhere to 

discipline-specific rules for acquiring, selecting and processing data. 

• No data, text, or theories by others are presented as if they were the 

author’s own (‘plagiarism’). Proper acknowledgements to other 

works must be given (this includes material that is closely copied 

(near verbatim), summarized and/or paraphrased), quotation marks 

(to indicate words taken from another source) are used for verbatim 

copying of material, and permissions secured for material that is 

copyrighted. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: THE JOURNAL MAY USE SOFTWARE TO 

SCREEN FOR PLAGIARISM. 

• Authors should make sure they have permissions for the use of 

software, questionnaires/(web) surveys and scales in their studies (if 

appropriate). 

• Research articles and non-research articles (e.g. Opinion, Review, 

and Commentary articles) must cite appropriate and relevant 

literature in support of the claims made. Excessive and inappropriate 

self-citation or coordinated efforts among several authors to 

collectively self-cite is strongly discouraged. 

• Authors should avoid untrue statements about an entity (who can be 

an individual person or a company) or descriptions of their behavior 

or actions that could potentially be seen as personal attacks or 

allegations about that person. 

• Research that may be misapplied to pose a threat to public health or 

national security should be clearly identified in the manuscript (e.g. 

dual use of research). Examples include creation of harmful 

consequences of biological agents or toxins, disruption of immunity 

of vaccines, unusual hazards in the use of chemicals, weaponization 

of research/technology (amongst others). 

• Authors are strongly advised to ensure the author group, the 

Corresponding Author, and the order of authors are all correct at 

submission. Adding and/or deleting authors during the revision 

stages is generally not permitted, but in some cases may be 

warranted. Reasons for changes in authorship should be explained in 

detail. Please note that changes to authorship cannot be made after 

acceptance of a manuscript. 
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*All of the above are guidelines and authors need to make sure to respect 

third parties rights such as copyright and/or moral rights. 

Upon request authors should be prepared to send relevant documentation or 

data in order to verify the validity of the results presented. This could be in 

the form of raw data, samples, records, etc. Sensitive information in the 

form of confidential or proprietary data is excluded. 

If there is suspicion of misbehavior or alleged fraud the Journal and/or 

Publisher will carry out an investigation following COPE guidelines. If, 

after investigation, there are valid concerns, the author(s) concerned will be 

contacted under their given e-mail address and given an opportunity to 

address the issue. Depending on the situation, this may result in the 

Journal’s and/or Publisher’s implementation of the following measures, 

including, but not limited to: 

• If the manuscript is still under consideration, it may be rejected and 

returned to the author. 

• If the article has already been published online, depending on the 

nature and severity of the infraction: 

- an erratum/correction may be placed with the article 

- an expression of concern may be placed with the article 

- or in severe cases retraction of the article may occur. 

The reason will be given in the published erratum/correction, expression of 

concern or retraction note. Please note that retraction means that the article 

is MAINTAINED ON THE PLATFORM, watermarked “retracted” and the 

explanation for the retraction is provided in a note linked to the 

watermarked article. 

• The author’s institution may be informed 

• A notice of suspected transgression of ethical standards in the peer 

review system may be included as part of the author’s and article’s 

bibliographic record. 

Fundamental errors 

Authors have an obligation to correct mistakes once they discover a 

significant error or inaccuracy in their published article. The author(s) 

is/are requested to contact the journal and explain in what sense the error is 

impacting the article. A decision on how to correct the literature will 

depend on the nature of the error. This may be a correction or retraction. 
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The retraction note should provide transparency which parts of the article 

are impacted by the error. 

Suggesting / excluding reviewers 

Authors are welcome to suggest suitable reviewers and/or request the 

exclusion of certain individuals when they submit their manuscripts. When 

suggesting reviewers, authors should make sure they are totally 

independent and not connected to the work in any way. It is strongly 

recommended to suggest a mix of reviewers from different countries and 

different institutions. When suggesting reviewers, the Corresponding 

Author must provide an institutional email address for each suggested 

reviewer, or, if this is not possible to include other means of verifying the 

identity such as a link to a personal homepage, a link to the publication 

record or a researcher or author ID in the submission letter. Please note that 

the Journal may not use the suggestions, but suggestions are appreciated 

and may help facilitate the peer review process. 

 
Authorship principles 

These guidelines describe authorship principles and good authorship 

practices to which prospective authors should adhere to. 

Authorship clarified 

The Journal and Publisher assume all authors agreed with the content and 

that all gave explicit consent to submit and that they obtained consent from 

the responsible authorities at the institute/organization where the work has 

been carried out, BEFORE the work is submitted. 

The Publisher does not prescribe the kinds of contributions that warrant 

authorship. It is recommended that authors adhere to the guidelines for 

authorship that are applicable in their specific research field. In absence of 

specific guidelines it is recommended to adhere to the following 

guidelines*: 

All authors whose names appear on the submission 

1) made substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work; 

or the acquisition, analysis, or interpretation of data; or the creation of new 

software used in the work; 

2) drafted the work or revised it critically for important intellectual content; 

3) approved the version to be published; and 
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4) agree to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that 

questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are 

appropriately investigated and resolved. 

* Based on/adapted from: 

ICMJE, Defining the Role of Authors and Contributors, 

Transparency in authors’ contributions and responsibilities to promote 

integrity in scientific publication, McNutt at all, PNAS February 27, 2018 

Disclosures and declarations 

All authors are requested to include information regarding sources of 

funding, financial or non-financial interests, study-specific approval by the 

appropriate ethics committee for research involving humans and/or 

animals, informed consent if the research involved human participants, and 

a statement on welfare of animals if the research involved animals (as 

appropriate). 

The decision whether such information should be included is not only 

dependent on the scope of the journal, but also the scope of the article. 

Work submitted for publication may have implications for public health or 

general welfare and in those cases it is the responsibility of all authors to 

include the appropriate disclosures and declarations. 

Data transparency 

All authors are requested to make sure that all data and materials as well as 

software application or custom code support their published claims and 

comply with field standards. Please note that journals may have individual 

policies on (sharing) research data in concordance with disciplinary norms 

and expectations. 

Role of the Corresponding Author 

ONE AUTHOR is assigned as Corresponding Author and acts on behalf of 

all co-authors and ensures that questions related to the accuracy or integrity 

of any part of the work are appropriately addressed. 

The Corresponding Author is responsible for the following requirements: 

• ensuring that all listed authors have approved the manuscript before 

submission, including the names and order of authors; 

• managing all communication between the Journal and all co-authors, 

before and after publication;* 

http://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/roles-and-responsibilities/defining-the-role-of-authors-and-contributors.html
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1715374115
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1715374115
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• providing transparency on re-use of material and mention any 

unpublished material (for example manuscripts in press) included in 

the manuscript in a cover letter to the Editor; 

• making sure disclosures, declarations and transparency on data 

statements from all authors are included in the manuscript as 

appropriate (see above). 

* The requirement of managing all communication between the journal and 

all co-authors during submission and proofing may be delegated to a 

Contact or Submitting Author. In this case please make sure the 

Corresponding Author is clearly indicated in the manuscript. 

Author contributions 

In absence of specific instructions and in research fields where it is possible 

to describe discrete efforts, the Publisher recommends authors to include 

contribution statements in the work that specifies the contribution of every 

author in order to promote transparency. These contributions should be 

listed at the separate title page. 

EXAMPLES OF SUCH STATEMENT(S) ARE SHOWN BELOW: 

• Free text: 

All authors contributed to the study conception and design. Material 

preparation, data collection and analysis were performed by [full name], 

[full name] and [full name]. The first draft of the manuscript was written by 

[full name] and all authors commented on previous versions of the 

manuscript. All authors read and approved the final manuscript. 

Example: CRediT taxonomy: 

• Conceptualization: [full name], …; Methodology: [full name], …; Formal 

analysis and investigation: [full name], …; Writing - original draft 

preparation: [full name, …]; Writing - review and editing: [full name], …; 

Funding acquisition: [full name], …; Resources: [full name], …; 

Supervision: [full name],…. 

For REVIEW ARTICLES where discrete statements are less applicable a 

statement should be included who had the idea for the article, who 

performed the literature search and data analysis, and who drafted and/or 

critically revised the work. 

http://credit.niso.org/
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For articles that are based primarily on the STUDENT’S DISSERTATION 

OR THESIS, it is recommended that the student is usually listed as 

principal author: 

A Graduate Student’s Guide to Determining Authorship Credit and 

Authorship Order, APA Science Student Council 2006 

Affiliation 

The primary affiliation for each author should be the institution where the 

majority of their work was done. If an author has subsequently moved, the 

current address may additionally be stated. Addresses will not be updated 

or changed after publication of the article. 

Changes to authorship 

Authors are strongly advised to ensure the correct author group, the 

Corresponding Author, and the order of authors at submission. Changes of 

authorship by adding or deleting authors, and/or changes in Corresponding 

Author, and/or changes in the sequence of authors 

are NOT accepted AFTER ACCEPTANCE of a manuscript. 

• PLEASE NOTE THAT AUTHOR NAMES WILL BE PUBLISHED 

EXACTLY AS THEY APPEAR ON THE ACCEPTED 

SUBMISSION! 

Please make sure that the names of all authors are present and correctly 

spelled, and that addresses and affiliations are current. 

Adding and/or deleting authors at revision stage are generally not 

permitted, but in some cases it may be warranted. Reasons for these 

changes in authorship should be explained. Approval of the change during 

revision is at the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief. Please note that journals 

may have individual policies on adding and/or deleting authors during 

revision stage. 

Author identification 

Authors are recommended to use their ORCID ID when submitting an 

article for consideration or acquire an ORCID ID via the submission 

process. 

Deceased or incapacitated authors 

For cases in which a co-author dies or is incapacitated during the writing, 

submission, or peer-review process, and the co-authors feel it is appropriate 

https://www.apa.org/science/leadership/students/authorship-paper.pdf
https://www.apa.org/science/leadership/students/authorship-paper.pdf
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to include the author, co-authors should obtain approval from a (legal) 

representative which could be a direct relative. 

Authorship issues or disputes 

In the case of an authorship dispute during peer review or after acceptance 

and publication, the Journal will not be in a position to investigate or 

adjudicate. Authors will be asked to resolve the dispute themselves. If they 

are unable the Journal reserves the right to withdraw a manuscript from the 

editorial process or in case of a published paper raise the issue with the 

authors’ institution(s) and abide by its guidelines. 

Confidentiality 

Authors should treat all communication with the Journal as confidential 

which includes correspondence with direct representatives from the Journal 

such as Editors-in-Chief and/or Handling Editors and reviewers’ reports 

unless explicit consent has been received to share information. 

 
Compliance with Ethical Standards 

To ensure objectivity and transparency in research and to ensure that 

accepted principles of ethical and professional conduct have been followed, 

authors should include information regarding sources of funding, potential 

conflicts of interest (financial or non-financial), informed consent if the 

research involved human participants, and a statement on welfare of 

animals if the research involved animals. 

Authors should include the following statements (if applicable) in a 

separate section entitled “Compliance with Ethical Standards” when 

submitting a paper: 

• Disclosure of potential conflicts of interest 

• Research involving Human Participants and/or Animals 

• Informed consent 

Please note that standards could vary slightly per journal dependent on their 

peer review policies (i.e. single or double blind peer review) as well as per 

journal subject discipline. Before submitting your article check the 

instructions following this section carefully. 

The corresponding author should be prepared to collect documentation of 

compliance with ethical standards and send if requested during peer review 

or after publication. 
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The Editors reserve the right to reject manuscripts that do not comply with 

the above-mentioned guidelines. The author will be held responsible for 

false statements or failure to fulfill the above-mentioned guidelines. 

 
Conflicts of Interest / Competing Interests 

Authors are requested to disclose interests that are directly or indirectly 

related to the work submitted for publication. Interests within the last 3 

years of beginning the work (conducting the research and preparing the 

work for submission) should be reported. Interests outside the 3-year time 

frame must be disclosed if they could reasonably be perceived as 

influencing the submitted work. Disclosure of interests provides a complete 

and transparent process and helps readers form their own judgments of 

potential bias. This is not meant to imply that a financial relationship with 

an organization that sponsored the research or compensation received for 

consultancy work is inappropriate. 

Interests that should be considered and disclosed but are not limited to the 

following: 

FUNDING: Research grants from funding agencies (please give the 

research funder and the grant number) and/or research support (including 

salaries, equipment, supplies, reimbursement for attending symposia, and 

other expenses) by organizations that may gain or lose financially through 

publication of this manuscript. 

EMPLOYMENT: Recent (while engaged in the research project), present 

or anticipated employment by any organization that may gain or lose 

financially through publication of this manuscript. This includes multiple 

affiliations (if applicable). 

FINANCIAL INTERESTS: Stocks or shares in companies (including 

holdings of spouse and/or children) that may gain or lose financially 

through publication of this manuscript; consultation fees or other forms of 

remuneration from organizations that may gain or lose financially; patents 

or patent applications whose value may be affected by publication of this 

manuscript. 

It is difficult to specify a threshold at which a financial interest becomes 

significant, any such figure is necessarily arbitrary, so one possible 

practical guideline is the following: "Any undeclared financial interest that 

could embarrass the author were it to become publicly known after the 

work was published." 
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NON-FINANCIAL INTERESTS: In addition, authors are requested to 

disclose interests that go beyond financial interests that could impart bias 

on the work submitted for publication such as professional interests, 

personal relationships or personal beliefs (amongst others). Examples 

include, but are not limited to: position on editorial board, advisory board 

or board of directors or other type of management relationships; writing 

and/or consulting for educational purposes; expert witness; mentoring 

relations; and so forth. 

Primary research articles require a disclosure statement. Review articles 

present an expert synthesis of evidence and may be treated as an 

authoritative work on a subject. Review articles therefore require a 

disclosure statement. Other article types such as editorials, book reviews, 

comments (amongst others) may, dependent on their content, require a 

disclosure statement. If you are unclear whether your article type requires a 

disclosure statement, please contact the Editor-in-Chief. 

Please note that, in addition to the above requirements, funding information 

(given that funding is a potential conflict of interest (as mentioned above)) 

needs to be disclosed upon submission of the manuscript in the peer review 

system. This information will automatically be added to the Record of 

CrossMark, however it is NOT ADDED to the manuscript itself. Under 

‘summary of requirements’ (see below) funding information should be 

included in the ‘DECLARATIONS’ section. 

Summary of requirements 

The above should be summarized in a statement and included on A TITLE 

PAGE THAT IS SEPARATE FROM THE MANUSCRIPT with a section 

entitled “DECLARATIONS” when submitting a paper. Having all 

statements in one place allows for a consistent and unified review of the 

information by the Editor-in-Chief and/or peer reviewers and may speed up 

the handling of the paper. Declarations include Funding, Conflicts of 

interest/competing interests, Ethics approval, Consent, Data, Materials 

and/or Code availability and Authors’ contribution statements. PLEASE 

USE THE TITLE PAGE FOR PROVIDING THE STATEMENTS. 

Once and if the paper is accepted for publication, the production 

department will put the respective statements in a distinctly identified 

section clearly visible for readers. 

Please see the various examples of wording below and revise/customize the 

sample statements according to your own needs. 
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When all authors have the same (or no) conflicts and/or funding it is 

sufficient to use one blanket statement. 

Provide “FUNDING” as a heading (SEE TEMPLATE) 

• Partial financial support was received from [...] 

• The research leading to these results received funding from […] 

under Grant Agreement No[…]. 

• This study was funded by […] 

• This work was supported by […] (Grant numbers […] and […] 

In case of no funding: 

• The authors did not receive support from any organization for the 

submitted work. 

• No funding was received to assist with the preparation of this 

manuscript. 

• No funding was received for conducting this study. 

• No funds, grants, or other support was received. 

  

Provide “CONFLICTS OF INTEREST/COMPETING INTERESTS” as a 

header (SEE TEMPLATE) 

• FINANCIAL INTERESTS: Author A has received research support 

from Company A. Author B has received a speaker honorarium from 

Company Wand owns stock in Company X. Author C is consultant 

to company Y. 

NON-FINANCIAL INTERESTS: Author C is an unpaid member of 

committee Z. 

• FINANCIAL INTERESTS: The authors declare they have no 

financial interests. 

NON-FINANCIAL INTERESTS: Author A is on the board of 

directors of Y and receives no compensation as member of the board 

of directors. 

• FINANCIAL INTERESTS: Author A received a speaking fee from 

Y for Z. Author B receives a salary from association X. X where 

s/he is the Executive Director. 

NON-FINANCIAL INTERESTS: none. 
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• FINANCIAL INTERESTS: Author A and B declare they have no 

financial interests. Author C has received speaker and consultant 

honoraria from Company M and Company N. Dr. C has received 

speaker honorarium and research funding from Company M and 

Company O. Author D has received travel support from Company 

O. 

NON-FINANCIAL INTERESTS: Author D has served on advisory 

boards for Company M, Company N and Company O. 

When authors have nothing to declare the following statement may be 

used: 

• The authors have no relevant financial or non-financial interests to 

disclose. 

• The authors have no conflicts of interest to declare that are relevant 

to the content of this article. 

• All authors certify that they have no affiliations with or involvement 

in any organization or entity with any financial interest or non-

financial interest in the subject matter or materials discussed in this 

manuscript. 

• The authors have no financial or proprietary interests in any material 

discussed in this article. 

Authors are responsible for correctness of the statements provided in the 

manuscript. See also Authorship Principles. The Editor-in-Chief reserves 

the right to reject submissions that do not meet the guidelines described in 

this section. 

 
Research involving human participants, their data or biological material 

Ethics approval 

When reporting a study that involved human participants, their data or 

biological material, authors should include a statement that confirms that 

the study was approved (or granted exemption) by the appropriate 

institutional and/or national research ethics committee (including the name 

of the ethics committee) and certify that the study was performed in 

accordance with the ethical standards as laid down in the 1964 Declaration 

of Helsinki and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. If 

doubt exists whether the research was conducted in accordance with the 

1964 Helsinki Declaration or comparable standards, the authors must 

explain the reasons for their approach, and demonstrate that an independent 

ethics committee or institutional review board explicitly approved the 

doubtful aspects of the study. If a study was granted exemption from 
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requiring ethics approval, this should also be detailed in the manuscript 

(including the reasons for the exemption). 

Retrospective ethics approval 

If a study has not been granted ethics committee approval prior to 

commencing, retrospective ethics approval usually cannot be obtained and 

it may not be possible to consider the manuscript for peer review. The 

decision on whether to proceed to peer review in such cases is at the 

Editor's discretion. 

Ethics approval for retrospective studies 

Although retrospective studies are conducted on already available data or 

biological material (for which formal consent may not be needed or is 

difficult to obtain) ethics approval may be required dependent on the law 

and the national ethical guidelines of a country. Authors should check with 

their institution to make sure they are complying with the specific 

requirements of their country. 

Ethics approval for case studies 

Case reports require ethics approval. Most institutions will have specific 

policies on this subject. Authors should check with their institution to make 

sure they are complying with the specific requirements of their institution 

and seek ethics approval where needed. Authors should be aware to secure 

informed consent from the individual (or parent or guardian if the 

participant is a minor or incapable) See also section on INFORMED 

CONSENT. 

Cell lines 

If human cells are used, authors must declare in the manuscript: what cell 

lines were used by describing the source of the cell line, including when 

and from where it was obtained, whether the cell line has recently been 

authenticated and by what method. If cells were bought from a life science 

company the following need to be given in the manuscript: name of 

company (that provided the cells), cell type, number of cell line, and batch 

of cells. 

It is recommended that authors check the NCBI database for 

misidentification and contamination of human cell lines. This step will alert 

authors to possible problems with the cell line and may save considerable 

time and effort. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/biosample/?term=cell%20line%20status%20misidentified%5bAttribute%5d
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Further information is available from the International Cell Line 

Authentication Committee (ICLAC). 

Authors should include a statement that confirms that an institutional or 

independent ethics committee (including the name of the ethics committee) 

approved the study and that informed consent was obtained from the donor 

or next of kin. 

Research Resource Identifiers (RRID) 

Research Resource Identifiers (RRID) are persistent unique identifiers 

(effectively similar to a DOI) for research resources. This journal 

encourages authors to adopt RRIDs when reporting key biological 

resources (antibodies, cell lines, model organisms and tools) in their 

manuscripts. 

EXAMPLES: 

ORGANISM: Filip1tm1a(KOMP)Wtsi RRID:MMRRC_055641-UCD 

CELL LINE: RST307 cell line RRID:CVCL_C321 

ANTIBODY: Luciferase antibody DSHB Cat# LUC-

3, RRID:AB_2722109 

PLASMID: mRuby3 plasmid RRID:ADDGENE_104005 

SOFTWARE: ImageJ Version 1.2.4 RRID:SCR_003070 

RRIDs are provided by the Resource Identification Portal. Many 

commonly used research resources already have designated RRIDs. The 

portal also provides authors links so that they can quickly register a new 

resource and obtain an RRID. 

Clinical Trial Registration 

The World Health Organization (WHO) definition of a clinical trial is "any 

research study that prospectively assigns human participants or groups of 

humans to one or more health-related interventions to evaluate the effects 

on health outcomes". The WHO defines health interventions as “A health 

intervention is an act performed for, with or on behalf of a person or 

population whose purpose is to assess, improve, maintain, promote or 

modify health, functioning or health conditions” and a health-related 

outcome is generally defined as a change in the health of a person or 

population as a result of an intervention. 

http://iclac.org/about-iclac/
http://iclac.org/about-iclac/
https://scicrunch.org/resources
https://scicrunch.org/resources/about/resource
https://scicrunch.org/resources/about/resource
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To ensure the integrity of the reporting of patient-centered trials, authors 

must register prospective clinical trials (phase II to IV trials) in suitable 

publicly available repositories. For example www.clinicaltrials.gov or any 

of the primary registries that participate in the WHO International Clinical 

Trials Registry Platform. 

The trial registration number (TRN) and date of registration should be 

included as the last line of the manuscript abstract. 

For clinical trials that have not been registered prospectively, authors are 

encouraged to register retrospectively to ensure the complete publication of 

all results. The trial registration number (TRN), date of registration and the 

words 'retrospectively registered’ should be included as the last line of the 

manuscript abstract. 

Standards of reporting 

Springer Nature advocates complete and transparent reporting of 

biomedical and biological research and research with biological 

applications. Authors are recommended to adhere to the minimum 

reporting guidelines hosted by the EQUATOR Network when preparing 

their manuscript. 

Exact requirements may vary depending on the journal; please refer to the 

journal’s Instructions for Authors. 

Checklists are available for a number of study designs, including: 

Randomised trials (CONSORT) and Study protocols (SPIRIT) 

Observational studies (STROBE) 

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) and protocols (Prisma-P) 

Diagnostic/prognostic studies (STARD) and (TRIPOD) 

Case reports (CARE) 

Clinical practice guidelines (AGREE) and (RIGHT) 

Qualitative research (SRQR) and (COREQ) 

Animal pre-clinical studies (ARRIVE) 

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
http://www.who.int/ictrp/network/primary/en/
http://www.who.int/ictrp/network/primary/en/
http://www.equator-network.org/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/consort/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/spirit-2013-statement-defining-standard-protocol-items-for-clinical-trials/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/strobe/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/prisma/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/prisma-protocols/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/stard/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/tripod-statement/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/care/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/the-agree-reporting-checklist-a-tool-to-improve-reporting-of-clinical-practice-guidelines/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/right-statement/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/srqr/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/coreq/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/improving-bioscience-research-reporting-the-arrive-guidelines-for-reporting-animal-research/
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Quality improvement studies (SQUIRE) 

Economic evaluations (CHEERS) 

Summary of requirements 

The above should be summarized in a statement and placed in a 

‘Declarations’ section before the reference list under a heading of ‘Ethics 

approval’. 

Examples of statements to be used when ethics approval has been obtained: 

• All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in 

accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national 

research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki Declaration and its later 

amendments or comparable ethical standards. The study was approved by 

the Bioethics Committee of the Medical University of A (No. ...). 

• This study was performed in line with the principles of the Declaration of 

Helsinki. Approval was granted by the Ethics Committee of University B 

(Date.../No. ...). 

• Approval was obtained from the ethics committee of University C. The 

procedures used in this study adhere to the tenets of the Declaration of 

Helsinki. 

• The questionnaire and methodology for this study was approved by the 

Human Research Ethics committee of the University of D (Ethics approval 

number: ...). 

Examples of statements to be used for a retrospective study: 

• Ethical approval was waived by the local Ethics Committee of University 

A in view of the retrospective nature of the study and all the procedures 

being performed were part of the routine care. 

• This research study was conducted retrospectively from data obtained for 

clinical purposes. We consulted extensively with the IRB of XYZ who 

determined that our study did not need ethical approval. An IRB official 

waiver of ethical approval was granted from the IRB of XYZ. 

• This retrospective chart review study involving human participants was in 

accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and national 

research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki Declaration and its later 

http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/squire/
http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/cheers/
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amendments or comparable ethical standards. The Human Investigation 

Committee (IRB) of University B approved this study. 

Examples of statements to be used when no ethical approval is 

required/exemption granted: 

• This is an observational study. The XYZ Research Ethics Committee has 

confirmed that no ethical approval is required. 

• The data reproduced from Article X utilized human tissue that was 

procured via our Biobank AB, which provides de-identified samples. This 

study was reviewed and deemed exempt by our XYZ Institutional Review 

Board. The BioBank protocols are in accordance with the ethical standards 

of our institution and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later 

amendments or comparable ethical standards. 

Authors are responsible for correctness of the statements provided in the 

manuscript. See also Authorship Principles. The Editor-in-Chief reserves 

the right to reject submissions that do not meet the guidelines described in 

this section. 

 
Informed consent 

All individuals have individual rights that are not to be infringed. 

Individual participants in studies have, for example, the right to decide 

what happens to the (identifiable) personal data gathered, to what they have 

said during a study or an interview, as well as to any photograph that was 

taken. This is especially true concerning images of vulnerable people (e.g. 

minors, patients, refugees, etc) or the use of images in sensitive contexts. In 

many instances authors will need to secure written consent before including 

images. 

Identifying details (names, dates of birth, identity numbers, biometrical 

characteristics (such as facial features, fingerprint, writing style, voice 

pattern, DNA or other distinguishing characteristic) and other information) 

of the participants that were studied should not be published in written 

descriptions, photographs, and genetic profiles unless the information is 

essential for scholarly purposes and the participant (or parent/guardian if 

the participant is a minor or incapable or legal representative) gave written 

informed consent for publication. Complete anonymity is difficult to 

achieve in some cases. Detailed descriptions of individual participants, 

whether of their whole bodies or of body sections, may lead to disclosure 

of their identity. Under certain circumstances consent is not required as 
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long as information is anonymized and the submission does not include 

images that may identify the person. 

Informed consent for publication should be obtained if there is any doubt. 

For example, masking the eye region in photographs of participants is 

inadequate protection of anonymity. If identifying characteristics are 

altered to protect anonymity, such as in genetic profiles, authors should 

provide assurance that alterations do not distort meaning. 

Exceptions where it is not necessary to obtain consent: 

• Images such as x rays, laparoscopic images, ultrasound images, brain 

scans, pathology slides unless there is a concern about identifying 

information in which case, authors should ensure that consent is obtained. 

• Reuse of images: If images are being reused from prior publications, the 

Publisher will assume that the prior publication obtained the relevant 

information regarding consent. Authors should provide the appropriate 

attribution for republished images. 

CONSENT AND ALREADY AVAILABLE DATA AND/OR BIOLOGIC 

MATERIAL 

Regardless of whether material is collected from living or dead patients, 

they (family or guardian if the deceased has not made a pre-mortem 

decision) must have given prior written consent. The aspect of 

confidentiality as well as any wishes from the deceased should be 

respected. 

DATA PROTECTION, CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVACY 

When biological material is donated for or data is generated as part of a 

research project authors should ensure, as part of the informed consent 

procedure, that the participants are made aware what kind of (personal) 

data will be processed, how it will be used and for what purpose. In case of 

data acquired via a biobank/biorepository, it is possible they apply a broad 

consent which allows research participants to consent to a broad range of 

uses of their data and samples which is regarded by research ethics 

committees as specific enough to be considered “informed”. However, 

authors should always check the specific biobank/biorepository policies or 

any other type of data provider policies (in case of non-bio research) to be 

sure that this is the case. 
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Consent to Participate 

For all research involving human subjects, freely-given, informed consent 

to participate in the study must be obtained from participants (or their 

parent or legal guardian in the case of children under 16) and a statement to 

this effect should appear in the manuscript. In the case of articles 

describing human transplantation studies, authors must include a statement 

declaring that no organs/tissues were obtained from prisoners and must also 

name the institution(s)/clinic(s)/department(s) via which organs/tissues 

were obtained. For manuscripts reporting studies involving vulnerable 

groups where there is the potential for coercion or where consent may not 

have been fully informed, extra care will be taken by the editor and may be 

referred to the Springer Nature Research Integrity Group. 

Consent to Publish 

Individuals may consent to participate in a study, but object to having their 

data published in a journal article. Authors should make sure to also seek 

consent from individuals to publish their data prior to submitting their 

paper to a journal. This is in particular applicable to case studies. A consent 

to publish form can be found 

here. (Download docx, 36 kB)  

Summary of requirements 

The above should be summarized in a statement and placed in a 

‘Declarations’ section before the reference list under a heading of ‘Consent 

to participate’ and/or ‘Consent to publish’. Other declarations include 

Funding, Conflicts of interest/competing interests, Ethics approval, 

Consent, Data and/or Code availability and Authors’ contribution 

statements. 

Please see the various examples of wording below and revise/customize the 

sample statements according to your own needs. 

Sample statements for "CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE": 

Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in 

the study. 

Informed consent was obtained from legal guardians. 

Written informed consent was obtained from the parents. 

Verbal informed consent was obtained prior to the interview. 

https://static.springer.com/sgw/documents/1670615/application/docx/SN_Consent%20form%20for%20publication.docx
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Sample statements for “CONSENT TO PUBLISH”: 

The authors affirm that human research participants provided informed 

consent for publication of the images in Figure(s) 1a, 1b and 1c. 

The participant has consented to the submission of the case report to the 

journal. 

Patients signed informed consent regarding publishing their data and 

photographs. 

Sample statements if identifying information about participants is available 

in the article: 

Additional informed consent was obtained from all individual participants 

for whom identifying information is included in this article. 

Authors are responsible for correctness of the statements provided in the 

manuscript. See also Authorship Principles. The Editor-in-Chief reserves 

the right to reject submissions that do not meet the guidelines described in 

this section. 

Images will be removed from publication if authors have not obtained 

informed consent or the paper may be removed and replaced with a notice 

explaining the reason for removal. 

 
Open access publishing 

Journal of Behavioral Medicine publishes open access articles. Authors of 

open access articles published in this journal retain the copyright of their 

articles and are free to reproduce and disseminate their work. 

Visit our Open access publishing page to learn more. 

 

Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry (Service-Related Project) 

 

1. WHAT DO WE PUBLISH? 

1.1 AIMS & SCOPE 

Before submitting your manuscript to Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry, 

please ensure you have read the Aims & Scope. 

https://www.springer.com/journal/10865/open-access-publishing
https://www.sagepub.com/journal/clinical-child-psychology-and-psychiatry#aims-and-scope
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1.2 ARTICLE TYPES 

Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry is interested in advancing theory, practice 

and clinical research in the realm of child and adolescent psychology and psychiatry 

and related disciplines. Articles should not exceed 6,000 words (including abstract, 

references, tables and all other elements) and be clearly organized, with a clear 

hierarchy of headings and subheadings (3 weights maximum). Manuscripts 

exceeding the word limit cannot be considered for publication by the editor. 

1.3 WRITING YOUR PAPER 

The SAGE Author Gateway has some general advice and on how to get published, 

plus links to further resources. 

1.3.1 MAKE YOUR ARTICLE DISCOVERABLE 

When writing up your paper, think about how you can make it discoverable. The 

title, keywords and abstract are key to ensuring readers find your article through 

search engines such as Google. For information and guidance on how best to title 

your article, write your abstract and select your keywords, have a look at this page 

on the Gateway: How to Help Readers Find Your Article Online. 

Back to top 

2. EDITORIAL POLICIES 

2.1 PEER REVIEW POLICY 

The Editor will screen manuscripts for their overall fit with the aims and scope of the 

journal, especially in terms of having clear relevance for clinicians. Those that fit 

will be further reviewed by two or more independent reviewers in terms of merit, 

readability and interest. 

As part of the submission process you will be asked to provide the names of [X no.] 

peers who could be called upon to review your manuscript. Recommended reviewers 

should be experts in their fields and should be able to provide an objective 

assessment of the manuscript. Please be aware of any conflicts of interest when 

recommending reviewers. Examples of conflicts of interest include (but are not 

limited to) the below:   

•    The reviewer should have no prior knowledge of your submission 

•    The reviewer should not have recently collaborated with any of the authors 

•    Reviewer nominees from the same institution as any of the authors are not 

permitted 

Please note that the Editors are not obliged to invite/reject any 

recommended/opposed reviewers to assess your manuscript. 

2.2 AUTHORSHIP 

https://www.sagepub.com/how-to-get-published
https://www.sagepub.com/help-readers-find-your-article
https://journals.sagepub.com/author-instructions/CCP#top
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All parties who have made a substantive contribution to the article should be listed as 

authors. Principal authorship, authorship order, and other publication credits should 

be based on the relative scientific or professional contributions of the individuals 

involved, regardless of their status. A student is usually listed as principal author on 

any multiple-authored publication that substantially derives from the student’s 

dissertation or thesis. 

2.3 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

All contributors who do not meet the criteria for authorship should be listed in an 

Acknowledgements section. Examples of those who might be acknowledged include 

a person who provided purely technical help, or a department chair who provided 

only general support. 

Any acknowledgements should appear first at the end of your article prior to your 

Declaration of Conflicting Interests (if applicable), any notes and your References. 

2.3.1 THIRD PARTY SUBMISSIONS 

Where an individual who is not listed as an author submits a manuscript on behalf of 

the author(s), a statement must be included in the Acknowledgements section of the 

manuscript and in the accompanying cover letter. The statements must: 

•    Disclose this type of editorial assistance – including the individual’s name, 

company and level of input  

•    Identify any entities that paid for this assistance  

•    Confirm that the listed authors have authorized the submission of their 

manuscript via third party and approved any statements or declarations, e.g. 

conflicting interests, funding, etc. 

Where appropriate, SAGE reserves the right to deny consideration to 

manuscripts submitted by a third party rather than by the authors themselves. 

2.4 FUNDING 

It is the policy of Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry to require a declaration 

of conflicting interests from all authors enabling a statement to be carried within the 

paginated pages of all published articles. 

Please ensure that a ‘Declaration of Conflicting Interests’ statement is included at the 

end of your manuscript, after any acknowledgements and prior to the references. If 

no conflict exists, please state that ‘The Author(s) declare(s) that there is no conflict 

of interest’. For guidance on conflict of interest statements, please see the ICMJE 

recommendations here. 

2.5 DECLARATION OF CONFLICTING INTERESTS 

http://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/roles-and-responsibilities/author-responsibilities--conflicts-of-interest.html#two
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Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry encourages authors to include a 

declaration of any conflicting interests and recommends you review the good 

practice guidelines on the SAGE Journal Author Gateway. 

It is the policy of Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry to require a declaration 

of conflicting interests from all authors enabling a statement to be carried within the 

paginated pages of all published articles. 

Please ensure that a ‘Declaration of Conflicting Interests’ statement is included at the 

end of your manuscript, after any acknowledgements and prior to the references. If 

no conflict exists, please state that ‘The Author(s) declare(s) that there is no conflict 

of interest’. For guidance on conflict of interest statements, please see the ICMJE 

recommendations here 

2.6 RESEARCH ETHICS AND PATIENT CONSENT 

Medical research involving human subjects must be conducted according to 

the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. 

Submitted manuscripts should conform to the ICMJE Recommendations for the 

Conduct, Reporting, Editing, and Publication of Scholarly Work in Medical 

Journals, and all papers reporting animal and/or human studies must state in the 

methods section that the relevant Ethics Committee or Institutional Review Board 

provided (or waived) approval. Please ensure that you have provided the full name 

and institution of the review committee, in addition to the approval number. 

For research articles, authors are also required to state in the methods section 

whether participants provided informed consent and whether the consent was written 

or verbal. 

Information on informed consent to report individual cases or case series should be 

included in the manuscript text. A statement is required regarding whether written 

informed consent for patient information and images to be published was provided 

by the patient(s) or a legally authorized representative. 

Please also refer to the ICMJE Recommendations for the Protection of Research 

Participants 

Back to top 

3. PUBLISHING POLICIES 

3.1 PUBLICATION ETHICS 

Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry and SAGE take issues of copyright 

infringement, plagiarism or other breaches of best practice in publication very 

seriously. We seek to protect the rights of our authors and we always investigate 

claims of plagiarism or misuse of published articles. Equally, we seek to protect the 
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